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ABSTRACT
Self-Concept in Consumer Behavior
September 1979
Mack Joseph Sirgy
B.A., University of California at Los Angeles,
M.A., California State University at Long Beach,
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Directed by: Professor Seymour Epstein
A self-concept model was proposed in this study to predict
product preference and purchase intention.
One-hundred-and-one female subjects were presented with a visual
picture display of four products (PLAY6IRL Magazine, GLAMOUR Magazine,
MGB Automobile, and VW RABBIT Automobile) and were then instructed to
respond to a questionnaire. The questionnaire contained items measur-
ing the following variables: product preference (i.e., degree to which
a subject likes a product), purchase intention (i.e., degree to which
a subject would hypothetical ly intend to purchase a product), product
image (i.e., degree to which a subject believes that a product pro-
jects a specific image), actual-self-image (i.e., degree to which a
subject believes that she has a specific image), social -self-image
(i.e., degree to which a subject believes that she is perceived by
others as having a specific image), ideal-self-image (i.e., degree to
which a subject would like to have a specific image), and ideal
-
social-self-image (i.e., degree to which a subject would like to be
vi
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perceived by others as having a specific image).
It was hypothesized that congruity between product image and a
consumer's self-perspectives (i.e., self-congruity
, ideal-congruity
,
social-congruity, ideal-socia1-congrui ty) , together with self-ideal
discrepancies (discrepancies between ideal
-self-image or ideal-self-
image and actual-self-image or social-self-image), are related in
specific ways to product preference and purchase intention. It was
also hypothesized that the degree to which a product is "personal-
izing" (i.e., the degree to which a product can reveal personality
characteristics of the consumer) moderates the congruity effect on
both product preference and purchase intention. The data were
mostly consistent with the hypotheses.
Further theorizing led to the introduction of a product-related
variable (image attainability) and a personality variable (self-
esteem) moderating the congruity effect on purchase motivation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Personality can be viewed as composed of a core or center of
gravity, called the "self-concept," and an integrated system of
learned responses, called "traits," which are the individual's
characteristic methods of adjustment to life situations. The self-
concept and traits are interrelated, with the core influencing the
periphery and vice-versa.
Definition of Self-Concept
Many years ago, James (1890) called the core of the personality,
which provides its unity, the "self." According to James, a person's
self is the sum total of all that he can call his. Freud (1924) re-
ferred to it as the "ego," and Sullivan (1953) used the term "self-
system."
There are many more definitions of the self-concept to suggest
there is no consistency in usage among the theorists.
Rosenberg (1979) noted however that one fundamental distinction
has come to be recogni zed--that between the self as subject or agent
and the self as object of the person's own knowledge and evaluation:
The individual is standing outside himself and looking at
an object, describing it, evaluating it, responding to it; but
the object he is perceiving, evaluating, or responding to is
himself. ... It should be noted that this ability is
distinctive to mankind, one not shared by the lower forms of
animal life. Thus, it has been said that while all of animal
life has consciousness, man alone has self-consciousness. Man
alone can stand outside himself, describe himself, iudqe
gun t [p "^ToT"
P''''^^' ^^^"^e*
Rosenberg's definition of the self-concept is " the totality of the
individual's thoughts an d feelings having reference to himself as an
object .
"
Self-Concept Models
In Smith's (1976) article of "Our Many Versions of the Self,"
he touched upon many versions of the model "self." Among those ex-
plicated were the Jungian model of the "iceberg self" which represents
each human being as an island joined to other islands by deep connec-
tions under the surface. These connections are the collective un-
conscious, and each island rises above the water like a volcano, which
sometimes allows what lies below to erupt into consciousness. The
Skinnerian model of the "vacuum self" describes the person as a bundle
of conditioned responses. The humanistic approach, exemplified by
Maslow, espouses the model of the self as "you plant the acorn, and you
water it, and it flowers into a tree, and the process of human growth is
supposed to be the same." The social learning and role theory models
involve the "onion self" which describes men as all alike, and that we
are simply creatures of our social roles. The existentialist's model is
the "self as chooser" which focuses on the arbitrariness and essential
humanness of choice. The social-psychological model of the "mirror
self," which was advanced by William James and amplified by George
Herbert Mead, suggests that what is essential to human nature emerges in
the process of interaction with others. Selfhood develops with the
3ability to communicate, and we communicate not only with others but
with ourselves, through inner dialogue. Many other metaphors of the
self-concept are accounted for, such as the religious "self as pilgrim
or godhead," or the mathematical "self as a digital computer," or the
economists' "self as the calculator of self-interest."
Self-Concept as a "Self-Theory "
Kelly (1955) viewed the person as a scientist who looks at his
world through transparent patterns or templets (constructs) which he
creates and attempts to fit over the realities of which the world is
composed. A personal construct is a representation of some event in the
person's environment, a way of looking at something which is then tested
against the reality of the environment. Constructs are not abstracted
from existing realities; rather, they are imposed upon real events: a
construct comes from the person who uses it, not from the event it is
being used to construe. A person hypothesizes that a particular con-
struct will adequately fit some event in the environment and then puts
this hypothesis to test by interacting with the event, be it inter-
personal or material in nature, in the manner dictated by the construct.
If the prediction is confirmed
, the construct from which it was derived
receives support and is therefore maintained as useful. If the pre-
diction is dis confirmed , then it is likely to undergo some revision or
it may be discarded altogether.
Epstein's (1973) theory of the personal theory of reality (self-
theory) has a close affinity to Kelly's theory of the psychology of
personal constructs. Both theories view man as a scientist and his
4psychological dynamics as resembling what a scientist does in investi-
gating scientific principles, Epstein assumes that the person has two
major construal systems: one system involves construing the nature of
the world (world- theory)
, whereas the other involves the nature of the
self (self- theory). The individual's self- theory is not independent of
his world-theory, and vice-versa. Epstein's notion of "sel f- theory"
corresponds in many ways to what has been referred to throughout the
psychological literature as the self-concept
. We shall concentrate
primarily on the individual's self-theory, which is the nucleus of the
individual's overall theory of reality, as the focus of this study.
The Nature of the Self-Concept
James (1890) was the first to suggest that a person has many
"selves." The basic-self or actual-self, for example, is what a person
really believes he is, his ideal -self is what the person aspires to be,
his social-self is what he believes others think of him and how they
perceive him. In addition to these self-perspectives, it is suggested
by the present writer that the ideal-social-sel
f
plays an important role
in human behavior. Ideal-social-self might be referred to as how he
would like to appear or be perceived by others (and particularly
significant others)
.
Within the self-theory, this writer distinguishes between two
types of personal constructs. One type involves conceptions, beliefs,
expectancies, or construals about the basic-self, social-self, ideal-
self, and ideal social-self. These are termed psychological personal
constructs which have minimal affect-laden properties to them. The
other type of personal constructs involve values, attitudes, interests
or sentiments about the basic-self, ideal-self, social-self, and ideal
social-self. These are termed attitudinal personal constructs whirh
have maximal affect-laden properties. This distinction may be con-
strued as analogous to the distinction made between the cognitive and
affective components of an attitude (cf. Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).
James (1907) considered the self to be both differentiated and
integrated. Divisions of the self consist of the material me, the
social me, and the spiritual me. The material me refers to a person's
body, his physical needs, clothing, immediate family, and physical
possessions, including his home. The social me consists largely of the
roles an individual plays. As people have a need to be recognized and
admired by others, they acquire social roles that gain them acceptance
and approval. The spiritual me refers to the individual's inner self,
including his feelings, thoughts, fantasies, and impulses. All indi-
viduals have a sense of inner identity that is different from their
physical selves.
It is assumed that personal constructs can be either common
(i.e., found in every person) or unique (i.e., found in specific
persons). Personal constructs are organized in a hierarchical order
with the more central constructs occupying a higher-level in the con-
strual system (Epstein, 1973). Organized under these central con-
structs is a hierarchical arrangement of constructs of lesser signifi-
cance. According to Epstein, these central constructs play a more
critical role in maintaining a favorable pi easure/pain balance, in as-
similating the data of experience, and in maintaining and enhancing
self-esteem than noncentral constructs which occupy a lower-level in the
construal system.
CHAPTER II
THE SELF-CONCEPT IN RELATION TO PRODUCT
PREFERENCE AND PURCHASE INTENTION
The discussion of self-image and product-image congruity
was initiated by Gardner and Levy (1955) and Levy (1959).-^
The main attention was focused upon the image projected by
various products. Consumers were thought to prefer products
with images which are congruent with their self-image. In
1967, Grubb and Grathwohl formally proposed that:
... the consuming behavior of an individual will be
directed toward furthuring and enhancing of his self-
concept through the consumption of goods as symbols (p. 25).
This has become known as the "self-congruity" hypothesis in
the literature of consumer behavior.
Although the implications of the self-congruity hypothesis
are not fully articulated, one can gather the following assump-
tions from the literature:
1. In some forms of consumer behavior, the consumer
simply seeks to express the kind of person he thinks himself
to be (i.e., his actual -self-image)
.
2. Products and suppliers convey certain images to
consumers.
3. Consumers seek out products and suppliers whose images
are congruent with their actual-self-images.
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Research supporting the sel f-congrui ty model has been conducted
by Birdwell (1968), Grubb and Hupp (1968), Grubb and Stern (1971), and
Ross (1971); however, negative findings have been reported by Green,
Maheshwan, and Roa (1969).
Birdwell (1968) was the first researcher to measure the extent
to which actual-self-image is congruent with purchase. Using a
semantic differential, he found that actual-self-image was significantly
more congruent with the brand of car owned than with the seven other
brands studied. In addition, he found that each car-ownership group
had significantly different images from other car-ownership groups.
Finally, Birdwell found that these findings were stronger for luxury
cars than for economy compacts. He reasoned that high income is a
factor which enables consumers to make purchases compatible with their
actual self-images. Four general limitations of this study should be
noted.
First, Evans (1968) challenged Birdwell's study by noting that
it failed to consider the prediction of brand choice from prior in-
formation about image-congruence (the respondents had been selected
on the basis of the brands they had previously chosen). Evans argued
that post-purchase data cannot prove that congruity between actual -self-
image and product-image (self-congrui ty) caused the purchase. Perhaps,
it was only after the purchase that the consumer came to define the
product-image as being similar to his actual -self-image. This after-
purchase similarity might be caused by several factors. Dissonance
might pressure the consumer into believing that the product expresses
his true self. A more subtle possibility is that consumers may come to
judge themselves according to their purchases. When asked to describe
his actual
-self-image, a consumer might respond in terms of products
he already owns (his home or his social club, for example) (Sommers,
1963).
Second, Landon (1974) noted an important limitation in the
semantic differential used in Birdwell's study. The use of the same
personality adjectives to measure both actual-self-image and product
image may be inappropriate. Only a different set of adjectives may be
appropriate for measuring each concept because an adjectival pair may
have a different meaning when measuring actual -sel f-image than when
measuring product image.
Third, another problem not recognized by researchers in this area
is the arbitrary use of personality adjectives. The personality ad-
jectives used in the semantic differential were arbitrarily chosen by
the investigator and were not particularly well suited to describing
product attributes (e.g., style, reliability, quality), assuming that
there is some relationship between the product attributes as transmitted
to the consumer through marketing communications and the personal images
associated with the product (product-image). To restate, these
personality adjectives have to be related to the objective product
attributes. Suppose that a given product (e.g., car) is advertised as
a luxury car, stylish, of high quality, having sex-appeal, etc. The
product-image which will be most probably associated with that car is
richness, stylishness, concern with high quality goods, and concern
with sex-appeal. Therefore, the product attributes which might concern
10
us the most in the above example involve luxury, style, quality, and
sex-appeal, and the corresponding personality adjectives or character-
istics that should be used to tap the product image and the consumer
self-image might be concern with luxury, being stylish, concern with
quality goods, and concern with sex-appeal.
Another procedure for deriving personality adjectives (per-
ceived images associated with the actual-self and the product at
hand) involves eliciting the personality adjectives from an independent
sample prior to the development of the questionnaire in order to obtain
a highly consensual set of images. These, in turn, may then be used as
the personality adjectives in the final questionnaire.
A fourth and final criticism of Birdwell's study is its limited
treatment of the self-concept. Hughes and Guerrero (1971) argued for a
consideration of "social congruity" in addition to "sel f-congrui ty."
The sel f-congrui ty model implies that a person will select
that brand of product whose image most closely resembles his
self-image, thus ignoring the concept of upward mobility.
However, a buyer may select the brand which fits the image he
would like to be (what he considers socially acceptable)
(p. 125).
3
Marti neau (1957) and Britt (1960) suggested that the "ideal self-
concept" ( ideal -sel f-image) , the way a person wants to be or would like
to see himself, more closely corresponds to or explains his consumption
preference than the "actual self-concept" (actual-self-image), the way
a person says he is or really sees himself. Ditcher (1964) and Grossack
and Schlesinger (1964), on the other hand, imply that the actual-self-
image better accounts for consumer preferences. Levy (1959) argued
that "both actual and ideal self-concepts are important to behave in
nways that are consistent with a set of ideas he has about the kind of
person he is or wants to be" (p. 410).
Dolich (1969) advanced the research in this area by treating
two levels of self (ideal and actual) and the congruence between these
levels as related to product preference. He employed a semantic dif-
ferential, 8 of the 22 adjectival pairs of which were also used by
Birdwell. Dolich studied actual
-sel f-
,
ideal-self-, and product-
images of most and least preferred brands in four product categories
(grocery products). He found that there was greater congruity between
actual-self-image and most preferred brand than between ideal-self-
image and most preferred brand in all four product categories. Even
though it was expected that socially consumed products might be less
congruent than privately consumed products, it was found that actual
-
self-image was equally effective for most preferred brands of "social"
products (e.g., beer and cigarettes) as for most preferred brands of
"private" products (e.g., bar soap and toothpaste). On the other hand,
for the least preferred brand of bar soap, there was a significantly
larger discrepancy between i deal -sel f-image and brand-image (more
incongruous) than actual -sel f-image and brand-image for males but not
for females.
Ross (1971) compared the actual-self-image with the ideal-self-
image in product preference. He hypothesized that in some cases ideal-
self-image would best describe product preferences, while in other
cases actual-sel f-image would best "fit." Two products were chosen to
represent the polar extremes of the conspicuousness dimension (cars as
12
high in conspicuousness and magazines as low in conspicuousness)
. The
semantic differential technique was employed to measure actual
-sel f-
,
ideal
-self-, and brand-images. The results indicated that consumers
preferred products which were similar to their actual-self-images but
not necessarily to their ideal-self-images. This finding supports the
notion that sel f-congrui ty is more important than ideal-congrui ty in
product preference.
Dornoff and Tatham (1972) conducted a study to determine the
relationship between store image and the various perspectives of the
self-concept in store selection. In a shopping situation where an
individual's behavior is routinized and selections are familiar,
Dornoff and Tatham argued that behavior is mostly influenced by the
actual -self-image. They further argued that in a shopping situation
where behavior is externally visible and is guided by status-seeking
and a search for belonging but yet is non-routine in nature, the image
that others have of one will serve as the individual's behavioral
prescription. On the other hand, a shopping expedition that is regular
but infrequent is guided more by expectations than by either routine
behavior or status needs because of the heterogeneity of the demand and
supply for goods. In this regard, they argued that the degree of
internalization tends to be less intense, leading to the acceptance of
ideal -self-image as the behavioral norm.
As a result of the above reasoning, Dornoff and Tatham arrived
at the following hypotheses: (1) In selecting a supermarket where
shopping tends to be regular and frequent, the store chosen is more a
reflection of the consumer's actual-self-image than his ideal-self-image
13
of the image of his "best friend." (2) In selecting a specialty
store, the consumer's decision is more influenced by the image of his
"best friend" than by his actual-self-image or his ideal
-sel f-image.
(3) In selecting a department store, the consumer's decision is more
influenced by his ideal
-sel f-image than by his actual
-sel f-image or
the image of his "best friend." Eighty-four participants were contacted
at their residence. A semantic differential using four personality
adjectives was used to measure consumers' actual -sel f-images
, ideal
-
self-images, images of their "best friend," and store-images. The
results of this study supported the hypotheses.
Landon (1974) conducted a study to investigate the relationship
between consumers' actual-self-image, i deal -sel f-image, and purchase
intention (note that purchase intention should be distinguished from
product preference). Purchase intention was chosen as the dependent
variable rather than product preference for the purpose of making an
attempt to counteract Evans' (1968) argument that studies investigating
the self-congrui ty relation using a sample of product owners do not
establish a causal link between sel f-congrui ty and purchase behavior.
Three hundred and fity-two students rated their actual-self- and ideal-
self-images with respect to 12 products on a semantic differential.
The results indicated that (a) purchase intentions of some products
are more correlated with actual -sel f-image than with ideal -sel f-image,
(b) purchase intentions of some products are more correlated with
ideal-self-image than with actual -sel f-image, (c) some subjects are
characterized by a higher correlation between actual -sel f-image and
purchase intention than between ideal-self-image and purchase intention.
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These subjects were referred to by Landon as "actualizers." And (d)
some subjects are characterized by a higher correlation between ideal-
self-image and purchase intention than between actual
-sel f-image and
purchase intention. These subjects were referred to by Landon as "per-
fectionists."
Two important limitations in Landon 's study should be noted.
First, the product adjectives used in the semantic differential seems
to have its drawback. French and Glaschner (1971) have argued that
subjects, especially those from a lower socioeconomic background, may
find it difficult to describe themselves in terms of adjectives, let
alone products. Second, to classify subjects as "actualizers" or
"perfectionists" solely on the basis of the actual-self- and ideal-
self-image/purchase intention correlation with no confirmation from
other sources of "actualizing" and "perfectionist" responses is indeed
indefensible.
The Ross (1971), Dornoff and Tatham (1972), and Landon (1974)
studies described above can be criticized for their theory and
methodology. First, the same criticisms directed at the use of the
semantic differential by Birdwell (1968), Grubb and Hupp (1968), Grubb
and Stern (1971), and Green, Maheshwan, and Roa (1969) apply equally to
Dolich (1969), Ross (1971), and Dornoff and Tatham (1972). That is, the
use of general and arbitrarily selected personality adjectives to
measure actual -sel f-
,
ideal-self-, and product-images seems inappropri-
ate.
Second, product preference should be differentiated from product
choice or purchase intention. Many studies (e.g., Birdwell, 1968;
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Dolich, 1969; Dornoff & Tatham, 1972; Green et ai. , 1969; Grupp & Hupp,
1968; Grupp & Stern, 1971) have been justly criticized for using samples
of product owners in an attempt to establish the causal link between
actual-self-image together with ideal-self-image and product prefer-
ence and argue that product preference leads to purchase behavior without
substantiating this claim. Evans (1968) challenged this interpreta-
tion by noting that post-purchase data cannot prove that congruity
between any of the self-perspectives and product-image caused the pur-
chase. The point that needs to be made here is that product preference
and purchase intention may operate at different psychological levels.
A person may indicate his preference for a product without having any
intention of buying it and vice-versa.
Third, the Dolich (1969) and Ross (1971) studies have employed
the actual-self-image and ideal
-self-image as two different perspectives
of the self-concept. Dornoff and Tatham (1972) used an additional
perspective of "best friend" image. Hughes and Guerrero (1971) argued
for social
-congruity to supplement self-congrulty. Social-congruity
was interpreted by the self-concept researchers to signify congruity
between Ideal
-self-image and product image. According to the present
writer, social-congruity involves what has been referred to earlier as
the social-self or the social-self-image. In addition to social-
congruity, consumer behavior researchers should pay some attention to
ideal-social-congruity in which the ideal-social-self plays a signi-
ficant role. Schewe and Dillon (1978) endorse this position by
noting that "... sometimes the Individual is concerned with projecting
an image that is seen as being desirable to others" (p. 68). Green
16
et al. (1969) argued that alternative formulations of the self should
be explored, such as the "ideal
-sel f (ideal-self-image), "self as
attributed to significant others" ( ideal
-social
-sel f-image)
, and
"stereotyped self" (social-self-image).
CHAPTER I I I
A PROPOSED SELF-CONCEPT MODEL
The proposed self-concept model described below involves five
major variables: self-concept, product image, product personaliza-
tion, product preference, and purchase intention. These variables
can be classified as independent and dependent variables.
Ideal-Self-Image
Social-Self-Image
I deal -Social
-Self- Image
-Product Image
-Product Personalization
The Self-Concept Variables
As discussed earlier, the self-concept may be viewed from four
self-perspectives: the actual -sel f-image (i.e., image of the self as
perceived by the person), the social -sel f-image (i.e., image of the
self as perceived by others), the ideal -sel f-image (i.e., image of the
self as the individual would like to be), and the ideal-social -sel f-
image (i.e., image of the self as the individual wants to be perceived
by others)
.
The Product-Image Variable
It is assumed that every product is viewed as having certain
attributes or perceived instrumentalities (i.e., the advantages and
Independent Variables Dependent Variables
-Sel f-Concept
Actual
-Self-image
- Product Preference
- Purchase Intention
17
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disadvantages of a product). Based on the theory of expectancy-value,
these perceived instrumentalities, or so-called "saliency weights,"
are associated with expectations about the benefits and potential ill-
effects of the product, i.e., beliefs that a given object or response
is instrumental in obtaining positively valued goals (or consequences)
and in blocking (or preventing) the occurrence of negatively valued
goals (Fishbein, 1963; Rosenberg, 1956). Benefit segmentation
studies in consumer research are usually conducted based on the perceived
instrumentalities of a given product.
From a self-concept perspective, these perceived instrumentalities
can be viewed as expectancies restricted to images associated with a
product (i.e., advantages and disadvantages of the reflected images
associated with a product) or what is referred to in the self-concept
literature as the "product image." In other words, working from an
expectancy-value attitude model these perceived instrumentalities might
cover a wide range of advantages and disadvantages including those
associated with the product-image. In other words, not all product-
images are perceived instrumentalities.
If we consider an expensive luxury automobile, for example, the
perceived product instrumentalities might include a wide range of
benefits, such as providing transportation and a reliable means for
"getting around," presenting an image of being wealthy, dominant, etc.
These perceived instrumentalities might all be construed as valid con-
sumers' expectations about owning an expensive luxury automobile.
However, only the perceived instrumentalities associated with the
reflected product-image of being wealthy and dominant are treated as
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perceived instrumentalities related to the self-concept, namely the
product image.
Sl'imaqT''" ^^^^P^^^^'^^^ the S elf-Concept and th.
The proposed model presented here defines
'
conqrui ty as a
psychological state in which the product-image is perceived to match,
or be consistent (congruous) with, any of the self-perspectives.
_In-
congruity is defined as the absence of this psychological state.
Specifically, sel f-conqrui tv occurs when there is a match between the
actual-self-image and the product image; social-congruitv occurs when
there is a match between the social-self-image and the product image;
ideal
-conqrui ty occurs when there is a match between the ideal -self-
image and the product image; and i deal -social
-conqrui ty occurs when
there is a match between the ideal-social-self-image and the product
image.
For example, the product image ("I perceive a particular luxury
car as reflecting an image of wealth and dominance") and the ideal-
self-image ("I want to become wealthy and dominant") involves a match
between these two elements, and the resultant state is called ideal-
congruity. "I am not wealthy and dominant" (actual -sel f-image) is not
matched with the product-image resulting in self-incongruity. "I like
others to see me as being wealthy and dominant" (ideal -social -self-
image) is matched with the product image resulting in ideal-social
-
congruity. The measurement of the various congruity states is treated
in Chapter 5.
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The Product Personalization Variable
Product personalization refers to the extent to which a product
image is perceived to be reflective of the consumer's personality.
The consumption of some products reaveals some significant aspect of
a person while other products do not reveal anything significant about
the user's personality. For example, reading a pornographic magazine,
such as CHIC magazine, may suggest that the user is a "swinger," occupied
with sexual concerns, more interested in "getting it on" than "being
in love," and so on. Such a product may be construed as scoring highly
on the product-personalization dimension. On the other hand, using
another product, such as drinking MAXWELL HOUSE coffee, does not reflect
anything significant about the user's personality. Such a product may
be construed as scoring low on the product-personalization dimension.
Determining Product Preference
Product preference refers to the overall attitude toward or the
degree of appeal or liking of a certain product.
Martineau (1957) and Britt (1960) suggested that "ideal self-
concept," the way a person wants to be or would like to see himself,
more closely corresponds to or explains his consumption preference
than his "actual self-concept." One can indulge in fantasizing the
consumption of preferred products without being constrained by reality
perceptions. Such behavior enhances the individual's self-concept by
vicariously satisfying or approaching the ideal -sel f-image.
It is hypothesized that product preference is more related to
ideal -congrui ty and ideal-social-congrui ty than to sel f-congrui ty and
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social-conqruitv
.
In other words, product preference is directly related
to the degree of experienced ideal
-congrui ty and i deal -soci al
-congrui ty
.
Any relationship that exists between product preference and self-con-
gruity or social-congrui ty may be mediated by ideal
-congrui ty or ideal-
social
-congrui ty. That is, product preference may be indirectly related
to self-congruity or soci al
-congrui ty through the presence of experienced
ideal
-congrui ty or ideal -social -congrui ty and not otherwise.
For example, in the case of a luxury car which has an image of
influence, wealth, and dominance, ideal
-congrui ty may occur if the
consumer were to have an ideal -sel f-image of "I like to be influential,
wealthy, and dominant." This ideal
-congrui ty may be responsible for the
high product preference, "I like that luxury car." At the same time, the
same person may hold an actual -sel f-image of "I am not influential,
wealthy, nor dominant," which will create a state of self-^ncongrui ty
with the product image. Despite the experienced sel f-ji_ncongrui ty , the
person's product preference will remain unaffected by it. The same
applies to social-congrui ty in relation to product preference.
Using the above example of the luxury car, ideal-social
-congrui ty
will occur if the consumer has an ideal-social-self -image of "I like
others to see me as influential, wealthy, and dominant." This ideal-
social -congrui ty may result in high product preference, "I like that
luxury car," and might not be affected by self-incongruity or social-
incongruity ("I am not influential, wealthy, nor dominant" and "people
do not see me as influential, wealthy, nor dominant").
From a different perspective the formation of an attitude toward
a product using self-concept/product-image congrui ty indices may be
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construed to have conceptual equivalence to Rosenberg's (1956, 1960)
and FTshbein's
( 1963) mul tiattribute attitude model in which attitude =
2 a. b. where b. = a specific perceived instrumentality i of a product
attribute and a. = the desirability or evaluative weight placed on per-
ceived instrumentality i. Perceived product-images may be construed
as perceived instrumentalities or saliency weights (b.) using the
terminology of Rosenberg and Fishbein, and i deal -sel f-images and ideal-
social
-sel f-images may represent the evaluative component or desirability
weight (a.) in the mul tiattribute attitude model. Ideal
-congrui ty or
ideal-social-congruity has been conceptualized as the interaction between
ideal-self-image or ideal-social-self-image and product image. Such an
interaction corresponds to the interaction construed between desirability
and saliency weights (a.b.) in Rosenberg-Fishbein's model.
The relationships described above are most apparent when there is
no major discrepancy between the ideal
-self-image ("I like to be in-
fluential, wealthy, and dominant") and the ideal
-social-self-image
("I like others to see me as influential, wealthy, and dominant"). How-
ever, what happens if such a discrepancy exists? For example, "I like to
be influential, wealthy, and dominant; however, I don't like to be
perceived by others as influential, wealthy, and dominant." If such a
discrepancy were to exist between the ideal -sel f-image and the ideal-
social -self-image, then how does it affect product preference?
It is hypothesized that product preference is high under high
ideal -congrui ty and high ideal-social-congruity, moderate under high
ideal -congrui ty and low ideal-social-congruity, moderate under low
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Tdeal-conqruity and h1 ah 1 d eal -sod a1
-conarni tv
, and low und.r low
ideal-conqruitv and 1^idea1-soc1a1
-conqrui tv ( ... P.-n,,.. n
^ther
words, both of ideal-congruity and i deal
-soci al
-congrui ty affect product
preference and their effects are additive.
The rationale underlying this hypothesized relationship is
inherent in the dynamics of psychological conflict. Conflict is defined
as an awareness of an inconsistency between or among personal constructs
embedded in the person's construal system. This conflict among the
personal constructs acts in a way to reduce overall liking towards the
product at hand.
In the language of the Rosenberg-Fishbei n mul tiattribute model
high ideal-congruity and low ideal-social-congruity (or vice versa)
represent different a. in the Za.b. model and the resultant score from
summing these components (Za.) cancel one another resulting in a less
than optimal overall score.
The relationships described between product preference and the
various congrui ty indices are hypothesized to be moderated by product
personalization. Specifically, it is hypothesized that the relationships
between product preference and the various congrui ty indices would be
most apparent for high personalizing products and least apparent for
low personalizing products. Examples of high personalizing products are
reading a pornographic magazine, such as CHIC magazine, or driving a
flashy sports car, such as FERRARI. Examples of low personalized
products are reading a common magazine, such as TIME magazine, or
driving an ordinary transportation car, such as PINTO.
product
preference
high
ideal
-social
congrui ty
low
ideal-social
congrui ty
low high
ideal congrui ty
Fig. 1, Hypothesized relationship between product
preference, i deal -congrui ty and i deal -social -congrui ty.
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Determining Purchase Intention
There are two basic self-concept motivational tendencies,
namely self-enhancement and self-consistencv
. Self-enhancement is
defined as the psychological movement from the self as actually and
socially perceived (actual-self and social-self) toward an ideal image
of one's self (ideal-self) or a socially desirable image (ideal-social-
self). According to Rogers (1959), each person strives to achieve
greater congruence between the actual-self and the ideal-self. This is
accomplished by approaching the ideal components of the self-concept.
Approaching the ideal i zed-images of the self-concept enhances the self-
concept by boosting one's level of self-esteem. Congruence between
the actual and ideal components of the self-concept can also be attained
by lowering the ideal component to facilitate congruence.
Self-consistency is defined as the tendency to behave in ways
consistent with one's actual-self-image or social-self-image. Reality
data which do not fit in the person's construal system may provoke
anxiety threatening the self-system. In order to protect oneself
against ensuing anxiety, the person perceives and acts in ways consistent
with his self-concept in an attempt to preserve the unity of his con-
strual system (see Epstein, 1973, 1976, 1978, in press).
Lecky (1969) argued that one overriding need of the individual
is to preserve the unity of his construal system. There are two basic
problems that every individual must solve, namely maintaining internal
consistency in the construal system, and adapting realistically to the
outer world. Wylie (1974) in a self-concept literature review, stated
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con-
that people are motivated to reduce "inconsistencies within the
scious self-concept which can lead to conflicting behavior tendencies"
by behaving consistently with the actual-self-concept.
Translating these principles into consumer behavior, it can be
said that product preference is strongly regulated by self-enhancement
.
A consumer may like a specific product because it fits or is congruous
with his ideal
-self-image or ideal-social-image or both. In other
words, one can like a product because it enhances one's self-esteem.
However, when it comes to actual buying the consumer's purchase intention
becomes regulated by a number of significant factors which include
(1) degree of product preference as determined by ideal-congrui ty and
ideal-social-congruity, (2) reality constraints, such as unaffordable
price, (3) anticipated personal and/or social change, such as gradua-
tion from college or getting married, (4) the salience of the product's
functional attributes, such as reliable transportation in buying a car,
and (5) discrepancy between self- and ideal
-perspectives of the self-
concept.
It seems rather obvious that people buy things they like . That is
to say that product preference precedes purchase intention, in situa-
tions where consumers buy things they do not like, they do so because of
reality constraints, such as high price (e.g., "I have to buy this
awful-looking car because I can't afford anything else"), or because
the functional attributes of the product are highly salient (e.g., "I
don't like this car but I'll buy it anyway because it can provide me
with the reliable transportation I desperately need"), or because of
29
Fig. 2. Two self-concept motivational tendencies
(self-enhancement versus self-consistency) inlfuencing
purchase intention).
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To exemplify the situation when an individual experiences moderate
self-ideal discrepancy, let us go back to the sports car example. A
consumer may perceive himself as "not being that sexy-looking"
(actual-self-image) and believes that others perceive him as "not that
sexy-looking" (social-self-image), however, he wishes to "become sexy-
looking" (ideal-self-image), or would like to have others perceive him
as "being sexy-looking" ( ideal
-social
-sel f-image)
. In this situation, the
individual might be motivated to approach his ideal-self-image and his
ideal
-social
-sel f-image by buying the automobile (enhancement motiva-
tion)
.
For a consumer who has a high self-ideal discrepancy (i.e., "I
don't have any sex-appeal at all" or "people see me as ugly-looking")
this consumer may be more motivated to maintain his actual -sel f-image
and social-self-image rather than enhance his ideal
-sel f-image or ideal-
social -sel f-image ("I like to have sex-appeal" and "I like others to see
me as having sex-appeal") resigning or accepting himself as potentially
"unbeautifiable." Therefore, this individual's level of resultant
motivation to buy the "sexy" car may be indeed minimal.
It may be argued that ideal-congrui ty and ideal -social -congruity
(or product preference) interacts with self-ideal discrepancies to
determine purchase motivation or intention. In other words, it is
expected that purchase intention peaks under specific levels of self-
ideal discrepancies under different levels of ideal -congrui ty and ideal-
social-congrui ty (or product preference). Specifically, consumers who
experience high ideal-congruity and ideal -social-congrui ty (or product
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preference) with a particular product would b^jgo^t_^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^h^^^^ positive self-ideal
^^^^rmnSle^^n^Ae^^ purchase that product unHp. h.,.
self-ideal discrepan c^onditions. On the other extreme, consumers who
experience low ideal^ ongruity and ideal -soc ial-conqruitv (or nrndurt
preference) with a particular product would be Ipa.t motivated to
purchase that product unde r moderate degrees of negative self-ideal
discrepancies and most motiva ted to purchase that product under hioh
self-ideal discrepancy conditions. This interaction effect between
ideal-congruity together with ideal
-social
-congruity (or product
preference) and self-ideal discrepancies on purchase motivation is
expected to be moderated by the overall ideal-congruity and ideal
-social
-
congruity (or product preference) main effect. Specifically, consumers
who experience high ideal-congruity and high ideal
-social
-conqruitv
(or high product preference) with a particular product would be more
motivated to buy that product than consumers who experience low ideal -
congruity and low ideal
-social
-congrui ty (or low product preference) with
the same product (see Figure 3).
The relationships described above involving purchase intention
and the various congruity indices is hypothesized to be moderated by
product personalization. Specifically, it is hypothesized that the
relationships described between purchase intention and the various
congruity indices and self-ideal discrepancies would be stronger for high
personalizing products that for products of low personalization
potential
. Examples of using high personalized products are reading
a pornographic magazine, wearing "flashy" clothes, and driving a fancy
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sports car. Moderately personalized products include driving a compact
economy transportation car, watching comedy shows on TV, etc. Least
personalized products include most grocery items.
Under High Ideal-
Congruity and Ideal
Social-Congruity
Conditions
Under Moderately
High Ideal-Congruity
and Ideal-Social-
Congruity Conditions
Under Moderate
Ideal-Congruity
and Ideal-Social-
Congruity Conditions
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Y axis = Purchase
Motivation
X axis = Self-Ideal
Discrepancy
Under Moderately
Low Ideal-Congruity
and Ideal-Social
-
Congruity Conditions
Under Low Ideal-
Congruity and
Ideal -Social-
Congruity Condition
Fig. 3. Purchase Motivation as a Function of Self-Ideal
Discrepancy Under Various Levels of Ideal-Congruity and Ideal -Social-
Congruity (or Product Preference)
CHAPTER
METHOD
Subjects
One hundred and twenty-four female students enrolled in under-
graduate psychology classes were recruited as subjects.
Products
Six brands of magazines and six brands of automobiles were selected
which were assumed to be variable in their personalization potential.
These brands for magazines are: PLAYGIRL
,
PEOPLE
, FAMILY CIRCLE
, MS,
GLAMOUR
,
and CO-ED
,
and for automobiles: VW RABBIT
, VW BEETLE
,
MGB,
MAZDA RX7
,
BMW
, and FORD LTD .
Preliminary Procedure
In an effort to obtain a highly consensual set of images associated
with each of the designated automobiles and magazines that would be
as salient as possible for the population under consideration, 23 female
subjects in an independent sample were asked prior to the development of
the questionnaire what characteristic images and stereotypes they thought
would be associated with driving each of the designated automobiles and
with reading each of the designated magazines. The following questions
were asked to tap the product-images:
Imagine a woman who prefers to read that magazine more than
any other. Your task is to describe the kind of person who
would most prefer to read that particular magazine. Let me
give you an example using a male magazine, such as the PLAYBOY
magazine. The first thing that comes to my mind is that the
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typical person who reads this magazine might be a youngbusiness man, who is concerned about his mascul i ni^yandpreoccupied wUh "getting it on" with other women Thisperson is assertive, powerful, and manipulative. This is
m. stereotype of the PLAYBOY reader.
mi
Your";asr?^"fn'HT'"K^^;uP7^'!;' ^° ^"^'^^ '^^^ automobile.
l.S I i describe the kind of person who would mostprefer to drive that make of automobile.
Responses to these questions were subjected to a content-analysis
procedure and those images which were found to be highly consensual
were presented in the final questionnaire (for more detail of the
content-analysis procedure, refer to Appendix A).
In addition to obtaining a highly consensual set of images, the
subjects were also required to rate the extent to which a product is
personality-revealing or "personalizing." This procedure allowed a
classification of these various products along the product-personaliza-
tion dimension.
The following questions were asked:
To what extent do you think you might be judged or evaluated
by others by using or owning that product? In other words,
to what extent do you think that this product reveals something
about your personality? Let me give you an example. To me, I
think that reading a pornographic magazine, such as CHIC, suggests
that the reader is a "swinger," occupied with sexual concerns,
more interested in "getting it on" than "being or falling in
love," and so on. However, using another product, such as
drinking MAXWELL HOUSE coffee doesn't reveal anything significant
about the user's personality.
The subjects were instructed to use a paired-comparison method in
recording their responses (for more detail of this procedure, refer to
Appendix B)
.
Four products (two automobiles and two magazines) which varied
in their personalizing scores were selected for inclusion in the final
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questionnaire. The products, ranked from high to low on the product-
personalizing dimension, were: PLAYGIRL (X = 7.956, SD = 2.899),
MGB (X = 5.869, SD = 2.627), GLAMOUR (X - 4.913, SD = 2.083), and
VW RABBIT (X = 2.304, SD = 2.116) (refer to Appendix B for more detail).
Procedure
The remaining 101 females subjects were run in groups of 5-15.
The products were displayed in pictures removed from magazines and
pasted on 8 1/2 X 11 1/2 white bond paper. The subjects were instructed
to look at these products and to become familiar with them before pro-
ceeding to respond to the questionnaire (see pictures in Appendix C).
Questionnaire
The questionnaire was divided in two parts. Part 1 included
questions concerning product preferences and purchase intentions for
each product. Part 2 included questions on product images, actual-self-
I'mages, social
-sel f-images
, ideal -sel f-images , and ideal-social-self-
images, respectively (see Questionnaire in Appendix D).
Product Preference was assessed by the following question:
To what extent do you 1 ike PRODUCT X, or to what extent does
it appeal to you? (Note that the question is about liking
not buying or using PRODUCT X.)
Responses to this question were rated on a 5-point scale ranging from
very-much-dislike to very-much-like.
Purchase Intention for automobiles was assessed by the following
question:
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Suppose that you have become aware of the need to buy a car
r\ln^lT'f,^ 1^5'* reasonably afford any car of yoSrChoice. Would you intend to buy or drive AUTOMOBILE X or
a similar car in the near future, assuming that your marital
status remains the same?
Responses to this question were rated on a 5-point scale ranging from
definitely-would-not-intend-to-buy-it to defini tely-would-intend-to-
buy-i t.
Purchase Intention for magazines was assessed by the following
question:
Suppose that you have just become aware or ran across
MAGAZINE X, and suppose that you can reasonably afford
it and can read or glance through it without anybody knowing
about It. Would you intend to buy or use MAGAZINE X or a similar
magazine?
Responses to this question were rated on a 5-point scale ranging from
defini tely-would-not-intend-to-buy-it to defi ni tely-would-intend-to-
buy-it.
The Product Image variable was assessed for each product by
the following question:
Imagine yourself using PRODUCT X. What kind of image do you
think others would have of you using this PRODUCT X. For
example, if I imagine myself driving or owning a CADILLAC
the kind of image others would have of me would be that of
being wealthy, upper class, powerful, and dominant. Now
using PRODUCT X may elicit a certain type of image of being:
Thirty images were listed and subjects were instructed to rate the
likelihood of each image being associated or reflective of that product
on a 5-point scale ranging from very-unlikely to very-likely.
The Actual Self-image was assessed by the following question:
How do you see yourself? To what extent do you think of
yourself as having the following personal characteristics
listed below?
These personal characteristics (images) were the same images used to
tap the Product Image. Responses to this question were rated on a 5-
point scale ranging from very-much-unl i ke-me to very-much-1 i ke-me.
The Social-Self Image was assessed by the following question:
How do other people see you? To what extent do you think thatpeople you know see you as having the following personi
characteristics listed below?
al
These personal characteristics (images) were the same images used to
tap the Product Image and the Actual
-Sel f-Image. Responses to this
question were rated on a 5-point scale ranging from highly-improbable
to highly-probable.
The Ideal-Self Image was assessed by the following question:
How would you ideally like to see yourself? To what extent
would you Ideally like to see yourself as having the following
personal characteristics listed below?
These personal characteristics (images) were the same images used to
tap the Product Image, the Actual-Sel f-Image, the Social-Self-Image.
Responses to this question were rated on a 5-point scale ranging from
very-much-dislike to very-much-1 i ke.
The Ideal
-Social
-Sel f-Image was assessed by the following
question:
How would you ideally like others to see you? To what extent
would you ideally like others to see you as having the following
personal characteristics listed below?
These personal characteristics (images) again were the same images used
to tap the Product Image, the Actual-Self-Image, the Social -Sel f-Image,
and the Ideal -Sel f-Image. Responses to this question were rated on a
5-point scale ranging from very-much-dislike to very-much-like.
CHAPTER V
HYPOTHESES AND DATA ANALYSIS
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
Product preference is a function of ideal-conqrui ty (and ideal-
social
-congruity)
.
Product preference is not a function of ideal-
conqruity plus self-conarui ty, nor is it a function of ideal
-social-
congruity plus social
-congrui ty.
Corollary 1. Product preference is high under conditions of
high ideal-congruity and high ideal-social-congrui ty, moderate under
high ideal-congruity and low ideal-social-congruity, moderate under
low ideal-congruity and high ideal-social-congruity, and ]ow under low
ideal-congruity and low ideal-social-congruity.
Corollary 2
.
The relationships described in the first
hypothesis and its first corollary are stronger for high personalizing
products than for low personalizing products.
Hypothesis 2
Purchase intention is a function of ideal-congruity and self-
congruity (and ideal-social-congruity and social-congrui ty)
.
Corollary 1
. Under conditions of high ideal-congruity and high
ideal-social-congruity (or high product preference), subjects who
experience moderate degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies
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are more motivated to purchase a product than those who experience
low degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies, who, in turn, are
more motivated to purchase that product than those who experience high
degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies. At the other extreme,
under conditions of low ideal-congrui ty and low i deal
-social
-congrui ty
(or low product oreference)
, subjects who experience moderate dearees
of negative self-ideal discrepancies are more motivated not to purchase
a product than those who experience ]ow degrees of negative self-
ideal discrepancies, who, in turn, are more motivated not to purchase
that product than those who experience high degrees of negative self-
ideal discrepancies (see Figure 3).
This hypothesis assumes that purchase intention (motivation) is
directly related to ideal-congrui ty and ideal-social-congrui ty (or
product preference).
Corollary 2
.
The relationships described in the second hypothesis
and its first corollary are stronger for high personalizing products
than for low personalizing products.
Data Analyses
The variables involved in this study are displayed schematically
in Figure 4.
The variables classified under the antecedent conditions (i.e.,
Self-Concept and Product Image variables), moderating states (i.e.,
Product Personalization), and consequent conditions (i.e., Product
Preference and Purchase Intention variables) were all operational i zed
and directly measured by questions included in the Questionnaire (refer
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back to the descn-ption of the Questionnaire in the Method section or
see Questionnaire in Appendix D). The variables classified under the
mediating states (i.e., Congruities and Self-Ideal Discrepancies) were
created through mathematical transformation of the data obtained from
the Self-Concept and Product-Image variables.
Five different mathematical models were evaluated for the purpose
Of indexing the congruity states: multiplicative index, simple-deviation
index, absolute-deviation index, simple-ratio index, and absolute-ratio
index. After a careful examination of these mathematical models, it was
decided that the absolute-deviation index was the most suitable model to
index the congruity states (refer to Appendix E for a detailed descrip-
tion of the selection process).
The absolute-deviation index involved taking the absolute differ-
ence of a specific self-perspective (ASI, SSI, ISI, and ISSI) and Product
Image (PI) with respect to only one image or attribute. Symbolically
represented. Self
-Congruity (SC), Social
-Congruity (OC), Ideal
-Congruity
(IC), Ideal-Social-Congruity (ISC) were formulated as follows:
SC = |PI - ASI
I
OC = |PI - SSI
I
IC = |PI - ISI|
ISC = |PI - ISSI
I
So far nothing has been said about how the various congruity
elements combine or interact to provide an overall congruity score per
subject. Can we use a compensatory model similar to that of Rosenberg-
Fishbein in which an additive (Sa.b.) or average formulation is applied
(^a^.b^./N), or should v/e use a noncompensatory model, such as the
dominance, conjunctive, disjunctive, or lexicographic models des-
cribed in the information-processing literature (see Montgomery &
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Svenson. 1976, for an exhaustive review of the decision rules)?
Simon (1966) argued that people are not necessarily rational
in making decisions, they "satisfice" (this strategy is described as
having the consumer reach a decision by considering a minimal set of
requirements). It is well documented that there are large individual
differences in selecting various decision rules which are used in
formulating a decision, whether it is about liking a product or de-
ciding to buy it (Hansen, 1976).
The best strategy to pursue is to find out which decision rules
each consumer employs in reaching his overt verbalization of liking or
intention decision. However, to do this entails an exhaustive effort
which is beyond the scope of this study. Moreover, finding out the type
of decision rule each consumer uses is generally subject to social
desirability and halo effects (Beckwith & Lehmann, 1976; Bettman, Capon
& Lutz, 1975). Individuals like to appear more rational in arriving at
a decision (social desirability), and the endorsement of the various
elements responsible for the final decision is biased to appear
consistent with the implicit decision already made (halo effect).
Since the assessment of the various decision rules is beyond
the scope of the present study, a strategy involving the use of an
average compensatory model was employed in assessing the magnitude of
overall congruity. Symbolically stated.
Overall SC = S( |PI-ASI| )/N
Overall OC = E( | PI-SSI
|
)/N
Overall IC = Z( |PI-ISI| )/N
Overall ISC = Z( |PI-ISSIl )/N
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Self-Ideal Discrepancies were measured using a simple-discrepancy
index. Symbolically represented,
DISAS = ISI-ASI
DISSS = ISI-SSI
DISSAS = ISSI-ASI
DISSSS = ISSI-SSI
Similarly, overall Self-Ideal Discrepancies were measured using
a compensatory average model. Symbolically represented.
Overall DISAS = Z(ISI-ASI)/N
Overall DISSS = E(ISI-SSI)/N
Overall DISSAS = Z( ISSI-ASI)/N
Overall DISSSS = E( ISSI-SSI)/N
The hypothesis that product preference is a function of only
ideal-conqruity (and ideal
-social
-congrui ty) and not ideal-congrui tv
and self-congruity (and ideal-social
-congrui ty and social -congrui ty
(see p. 20) was tested through a standard multiple regression analysis.
This was accomplished by regressing Product Preference on Ideal
-
Congruity and Sel f-Congrui ty , taken jointly. An incremental F-test
was used to test the incremental difference in between the full model
(i.e.. Ideal
-Congrui ty and Sel f-Congrui ty) and the reduced model (i.e.,
Ideal -Congrui ty alone parti ailing out the effect of Sel f-Congrui ty) . A
significant F-ratio indicates that the reduced model is not an adequate
model (i.e., Sel f-Congrui ty is contributing to a significant portion of
the predicted variance and therefore should be retained for better
prediction). The same analysis was conducted by treating Product
Preference as a function of Ideal -Social-Congrui ty and Social -Congrui ty.
No significant incremental F-ratios were expected for any product.
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The same hypothesis was also tested using a canonical correla-
tion analysis. This statistical procedure was found to be more
appropriate since it controls the mul ticol 1 i neari ty problem existent
among the independent variables. All of the independent variables
pertaining to all four products (i.e., the congruity indices) were
lumped in the predictor variables set and the dependent variables (i.e.,
Product Preference) pertaining to all four products were treated as the
criterion variables set. The relative importance of each variable in
the predictor and criterion sets was evaluated in terms of the
canonical coefficients/weights and the percentage of squared loadings
explained by each variable.
The first corollary of the first hypothesis, which states that
product preference is high under high ideal
-congrui ty and high-ideal-
social-congrui ty, moderate under high ideal-congrui ty and low ideal-
social
-congrui ty
,
moderate under low ideal
-congrui ty and high ideal
-
social-congrui ty, low under low ideal -congrui ty and low ideal-social-
congruity (see p. 22)> was tested by regressing Product Preference scores
on Ideal -Congrui ty (IC) and Ideal -Social -Congrui ty (ISC) together with
their interaction (ICxISC). Only Ideal -Congrui ty and/or Ideal -Social
-
Congruity were expected to predict a significant portion of the variance,
The interaction variable was expected n£t to contribute to a significant
portion of the variance.
The test of this corollary was supplemented by a canonical
correlation analysis treating the IC, ISC and ICxISC variables for all
four products as the predictor variables set and Product Preference for
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all four products as the criterion variables set.
The second corollary of the first hypothesis, which states that
the relationships specified by the two preceding hypotheses are
stronger for hic^h pe rsonalizing products than for low personal i 7i nr^
EToducts (see p. 23), was tested by inspecting the results of the
canonical analyses. Again, the functions hypothesized by the first
hypotheses and its first corollary were expected to show most strongly
for high personalizing products (i.e., PLAYGIRL), moderately strong for
moderately high personalizing products (i.e., MGB and GLAMOUR), and
least strong for low personalizing products (i.e., VW RABBIT).
The second hypothesis, which states that purchase intention is
a functio n of ideal-congrui ty and se1 f-congnii ty (and ideal
-social
-
congruity and soci al
-congrui ty ) was tested by regressing Purchase
Intention scores on Ideal
-Congrui ty and Sel f-Congrui ty taken jointly
(i.e., standard multiple regression analysis). A similar analysis was
performed treating Purchase Intention scores as a function of Ideal-
Social -Congrui ty and Social
-Congrui ty. Two incremental F-tests were
used: the first F-test was designed to test the incremental difference
2
in R between the full model (i.e.. Ideal -Congrui ty and Sel f-Congrui ty)
and the reduced model in which Ideal
-Congrui ty was treated alone while
partial ling out the effect of Sel f-Congrui ty; the second F-test was
designed to test the incremental difference in R between the full model
and the reduced model in which Sel f-Congrui ty was treated alone while
partialling out the effect of Ideal -Congrui ty. The same analysis was
conducted by treating Purchase Intention as a function of Ideal-Social-
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anticipated personal or social change (e.g., "I don't like this station
wagon, but I think I'll buy it because I am getting married and my wife
will surely need it")
.
Reality constraints, anticipated personal and social changes,
and product's functional salience are all "socioeconomic" factors
which can explain a significant portion of the predicted variance in
purchase behavior. With respect to personality, people are motivated to
buy certain products to (1) enchance their self-concepts by approaching
their ideal-selves and/or ideal-social-selves, and (2) maintain their
self-concepts by behaving consistently with their actual
-sel ves and/or
social-selves. It is therefore hypothesized that purchase intention is
related to ideal
-conqrui ty and ideal-social-congruity as well as self-
congruity and social
-congrui ty .
In a situation where there is little or no discrepancy between the
self- and i deal
-components of the self-concept, the enhancement and
maintenance motivational tendencies compel the individual to maintain
this harmonious psychological state. For example, "I am sexy-looking"
(actual-self-image), "I like being sexy-looking" { ideal -sel f-image)
,
"people see me as sexy-looking" (social-self-image), and "I like to have
people see me -as- sexy-looking" (ideal-social-self-image) are self-related
images embedded in the individual's self-concept. Therefore, the person
would be motivated to purchase the car which has a "sex-appeal" image
because it is congruent with his self-concept. Such behavior serves to
maintain and enhance the unity of the construal system.
However, what happens if there is a discrepancy between the
ideal- and self-components of the self-concept? The consistency and
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enhancement motivational tendencies will then become oppositional in
nature-the tendency to approach the ideal-self-image is counteracted
by the tendency to maintain the actual
-sel f-image. It is postulated that
these two motivational tendencies will not come into opposition with
minimal and moderate amounts of self-ideal discrepancies, but will be
most apparent with greater and extreme self-ideal discrepancies. The
nature of the interaction of these two motivational tendencies is de-
picted in Figure 2. With minimum degrees of self-ideal discrepancies,
the resultant motivation to buy a particular product would be moderately
high. As the self-ideal discrepancy increases, the resultant buying
motivation will increase to an optimal level (as indicated by the vert-
ical arrow in the figure) and then subsides with greater degrees of
self-ideal discrepancies (as indicated by the right vertical line and
the area to the right in the figure). The resultant motivation curve
is also depicted in Figure 2.
The rationale for assuming that the gradient of self-consistency
is steeper than the gradient of self-enhancement motivation is that
self-enhancement motivation is more influenced by wish fulfillment
(e.g., daydreaming) than self-consistency motivation which becomes
particularly critical as large departures from the actual-self or social-
self become possible, as it is absolutely necessary to maintain a self-
concept in order to function. That is, one can indulge in enhancement
up to a point, but not when it seriously threatens the maintenance
function (Epstein, personal communication).
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Congruity and Social-Congrui ty. Significant F-ratios were expected
under each type of analysis for all four products.
The test of this hypothesis was supplemented by a canonical
correlation analysis treating the congruity indices for all four
products as the predictor variables set and Purchase Intention for all
four products as the criterion variables set.
The first corollary, which states that purchase intention or lack
of intention is high under moderate self-ideal discrepancy conditions.
moderate under low self-ideal discrepancy conditions, and low under
high self-deal discrepancy conditions (see p. 27) and Figure 3 for more
elaboration), was tested using two types of procedures: group-level
analysis and image-level analysis. A group-level analysis involves
having one score per subject for each variable in question, averaging
across ari_ images, and treating the data accordingly. Overall con-
gruity scores were utilized under this procedure. Image-level analysis,
on the other hand, may be viewed as a micro-level analysis in which each
image was subjected to a separate statistical treatment. Simple (not
overall) congruity scores were utilized for this procedure.
Using a group-level analysis, an analysis-of-variance procedure
was implemented treating Purchase Intention scores as the dependent
variable and Product Preference (a variable interchangeable with Ideal
-
Congruity and Ideal -Social -Congruity) together with Self-Ideal
Discrepancies as two independent variables for each product.
A Product Preference (or Ideal -Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-
Congruity) main effect was expected together with an interaction effect
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between Product Preference (or Ideal
-Congrui ty and Ideal-Social
-
Congruity) and Self-Ideal Discrepancy for each type of Self-Ideal
Discrepancy (i.e., DISAS, DISSS, DISSAS, and DISSS) for each product.
Image-level analysis involved the statistical treatment of the
data at the image level. In order to perform this analysis, Purchase
Intention scores were partitioned or broken down to the image level.
In other words, the decomposed or partitioned Purchase Intention score
of Image i was made to reflect the contribution of that image alone on
the overall Purchase Intention Score. This was accomplished by im-
plementing a procedure which partitions subjects' overall Purchase
Intention scores based on their average congruity scores for each image
in question.
This procedure employed an average of Self-Congrui ty , Social-
Congruity, Ideal
-Congrui ty, and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty scores to trans-
form overall Purchase Intention scores into weighted Purchase Intention
Scores for each image. Specifically, for Image i, Sel f-Congrui ty (SCi),
Social-Congrui ty (OCi), Ideal -Congrui ty (ICi), and Ideal -Social
Congruity (ISCi) were measured as follows:
SCi = |PIi-ASIi
I
OCi =
I
PI i -SSI i
ICi = |PIi-ISIi|
ISCi = |PIi-ISSIi|
These congruity scores varied from o (high congruity) to 4 (low con-
gruity). This congruity scale was then reversed and followingly
transformed into scale varying from .01 (low congruity) to .99 (high
congruity). These transformed congruity scores, in turn, were averaged
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across each image and multiplied by overall Purchase Intention scores
to weight overall Purchase Intention for each image, thus,
Weighted Purchase Overall Purchase
Intention Score for = Intention Score X
Image i
Transformed Average
Congruity Score
An example using an image-level procedure can be presented as
follows: Suppose subject X rated his purchase intention as 4 on a 5-
point scale varying from low (a score of 1) to high (a score of 5).
The same subject happened to have a sel f-congrui ty score of 1 in
association with a particular image--"displays youth." This self-
congruity score was determined by figuring out the absolute difference
between the actual -sel f-image score, which was 4 measured on a 5-point
scale varying from low (a score of 1) to high (a score of 5), and the
product-image score, which was 5 measured on a 5-point scale varying
from low (a score of 1 ) to high (a score of 5).
Self-Congrui ty
with image -
"displays youth"
Product Image
- "displays
youth"
Actual-Self-
Image - "I am
young"
l5
A similar procedure is implemented for figuring out social-
congruity, ideal -congrui ty, and ideal -social -congrui ty in respect to
that image.
Soci al -Congrui ty
with Image -
"displays youth"
Product Image
- "displays
youth"
Social -Self-
image - "people
see me as being young"
1 =
50
Ideal
-Congruity
with Image -
"displays youth II
Product Image
- "displays
youth"
Ideal-Self-Image -
"I 1 i ke to be young II
2 5 3
Ideal
-Social
-
Congruity with
Image = "displays
youth"
Product Image
- "displays
youth"
Ideal-Social-Self-
Image - "I like others
to see me as being young II
2 5 3
From the arithmetical operations performed above, we get a self-
congruity score of 1 , a social -congrui ty score of 1 , an ideal -congrui ty
score of 2 in respect to Image— "displays youth." These congruity
scores are then transformed on a scale varying from .01 to .99 where
.01 indicates low congruity and .99 indicates high congruity. Specifi-
cally, the "1" scores of sel f-congrui ty and social -congrui ty become
".75" and the "2" scores of ideal-congrui ty and ideal-social-congrui ty
become ".50." In other words, sel f-congrui ty now takes on a score of
.75, social-congruity now takes on a .75 score, ideal -congrui ty now takes
on a .50 score, and ideal -social -congrui ty now takes on a .50 score with
respect to Image— "displays youth." Followingly, these congruity scores
are averaged ( .75 + .75 + .50 + .50) and the result is .625. This value
is called the "transformed average congruity score."
Now in order to weight the purchase intention score, which is 4,
to reflect the contribution of the congruity effect of the Image—
4
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"displays youth" alone, we multiply the average transformed congruity
score for that image, which is
.625, with the purchase intention score
to Obtain a value of 2.490. In simple language, the 2.490 score says
that out of the 4 purchase intention score, 2.490 of it is "determined"
by the congruity effect associated with the Image-"displays youth."
Weighted Purchase
Intention score for _ Purchase Intention Transformed
Image - "displays ~ score x Average Congruity
youth" score
2.490 = 4 X .625
It must be noted that this method of partitioning does not
render mutually exclusive and exhaustive set of weighted purchase
intention scores.
The rationale underlying the weighting of Purchase Intention
scores using average congruity scores involves the assumption that
purchase intention is related to alj_ congruity indices. This assumption
was tested by correlating Purchase Intention scores with Sel f-Congrui ty
,
Social -Congruity, Ideal -Congrui ty, and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty scores.
The results indicated that Purchase Intention was significantly
correlated with all of the congruity variables across all of the four
products (MGB -> r^^ pj = -.490, p < .01; r^^ pj = -.448, p < .01;
^IC PI
"
-'501, p < .01; and r^^Q pj = -.561, p < .01; PLAYGIRL ^
^SC.PI
"
--435, p < .01; Tq^^pi = -.441, p < .01; r^^^pj = -.515,
p < .01; and r^^^ pj = -.555, p < .01; GLAMOUR ^ r^^ p^ = -.577, p
<
.01; r^ip p. = -.508, p < .01; r^p p. = -.547, p < .01; and r.<-p pr =
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-.530, p < .01; VW RABBIT ^ r^^^^^ =
..467, p < .01; r^^^^^ =
..333,
P '
""ICPI = --527, P < .01; and r^^^^^^ = -.556, p < .01) and
therefore supporting the above assumption.
Another strategy to weight Overall Purchase Intention scores
for each image was using subjects' explicit and overt attributions of
their intention decisions. Subjects were instructed to attribute the
extent to which (using percent scores) each image influenced their over-
all intention decision. These percent Attribution Scores were multi-
plied by Overall Purchase Intention Scores resulting into Partitioned
Purchase Intention Score for each image. Thus,
Partitioned Purchase Overall Purchase % Attribution
Intention Score for = Intention Score X Score
Image i
The partioning procedure using subjects' overt attributions of their
intention decision was based on the assumption that people are basically
aware of the inner dynamics involving their decision making. This
procedure was tested on a preliminary basis but then discarded since it
produced little to no variability among the Partitioned Purchase Inten-
tion scores. This was directly due to using too many attributes (30
images in all) coupled with the fact that subjects attributed their
intention decision mostly to very few images. As a result, the scores
were contaminated with too many zeros which in turn suppressed any
variability among the scores (see Appendix F for a detailed reference
to this methodology).
To use the image-level procedure, only those images which scored
high on Product-Image variables were selected, otherwise these
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hypothesized relationships might not have been at all visible. Secondly,
since we were testing across various levels of Ideal
-Congrui ty and
Ideal-Social-Congruity, specific images which met the criteria of the
various levels of Ideal
-Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-Congruity specified
below were selected. For example, in order to test the Self-Ideal
Discrepancy-Purchase Intention relation under high Ideal
-Congrui tv
and Ideal-Social-Congruity
,
those images in which subjects have mostly
experienced high ideal
-congrui ty and ideal
-social-congrui ty were
selected for this condition, and similarly for the remaining conditions.
This task was accomplished by inspecting the average Ideal
-Self-image
and Ideal
-Social
-Self-image scores pertaining to each image. Images
which had high average Ideal-Self-Image and Ideal-Social-Self-Image
scores indirectly indicate that most of the subjects have experienced
high ideal-congruity and ideal -social
-congrui ty on those images, and
therefore those images were selected for the high ideal-congruity and
ideal-social-congruity condition. This procedure was further comple-
mented by selecting those subjects who experienced high ideal-congruity
and ideal-social-congruity in reference to those images which were
selected for the high Ideal -Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-Congruity
condition.
A similar selection procedure was implemented to place images in
the moderately high
,
moderate, moderately low
, and Jow Ideal -Congrui ty
and Ideal-Social-Congruity conditions.
To test for the relationship between Purchase Intention and Self-
Ideal Discrepancy under high Ideal-Congrui ty , those images which were
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selected for this condition were subjected to an analysis-of-variance
procedure. Specifically subjects who experienced high Ideal
-Congruity
with those images were selected. Followingly, an analysis-of-variance
procedure was undertaken treating Purchase Intention scores as the
dependent variable and DISAS scores as the independent variable and
the obtained relationship plotted. In statistical terms, the scores
falling in the high Ideal
-Congruity condition of the Ideal
-Congruity
variable were treated with DISAS scores (the independent variable) by
the weighted Purchase Intention scores (the dependent variable) in a
one-way analysis-of-variance procedure. To test for curvil ineari ty
,
weighted Intention scores were regressed on DISAS scores and (DISAS)^.
This R increment due to (DISAS)^ was then tested for significance
using an F-test. The same proceudre was implemented with DISSS scores,
To test for the relationship between Purchase Intention and
Self-Ideal Discrepancy under high Ideal
-Social
-Congruity, the same
procedure applied to the high Ideal
-Congruity condition was
implemented here with the exception of treating DISSAS and DISSS
scores as the independent variable in two separate one-way analysis-
of-variance procedures.
CHAPTER VI
RESULTS
Table 1 shows that both Product Preference scores and Purchase
Intention scores are significantly and highly correlated with Self-
Congruity, Social
-Congrui ty. Ideal -Congrui ty, and Ideal-Social-
Congruity scores. That is, the data strongly show that congruities
between the various perspectives of the self-concept and product-images
are strongly related to both product preference and purchase intention.
The exact nature of these relationships was tested by finding out
to what extent the data confirm or disconfirm the following hypotheses:
The first hypothesis was tested by regressing Product Preference
scores on Ideal-Congrui ty ( Ideal-Social -Congrui ty) and Sel f-Congrui ty
(Social-Congrui ty) taken jointly (i.e., standard multiple regression
analysis), and the results are shown in Table 2. The results of this
analysis show that the reduced model in which Ideal -Congrui ty was treated
alone while partial ling out Sel f-Congrui ty was statistically more adequate
in predicting Product Preference for only the MGB and VW RABBIT compared
to the full model in which both Ideal -Congrui ty and Sel f-Congrui ty were •
entered. The same pattern was revealed in testing for the significance
2
of the R increment between the full model in which Ideal -Social
-
Congrui ty and Social-Congrui ty were both entered and the reduced model
in which Ideal-Social-Congrui ty was treated alone while partialling out
Social-Congrui ty
.
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TABLE 1
CORRFLATfK^St?! .^n r^?^'"^^^ PURCHASE INTENTION
^°^^^^^^^™,,^^LF-CONGRUITY, SOCIAL-CONGRUITY
, IDEAL-CONTRUITY, AND IDEAL-SOCIAL-CONGRUITY
Products
Variables MGB PLAYGIRL GLAMOUR VW RABBIT
PREF with SC
PREF with OC
PREF with IC
PREF with ISC
-
.
249****
-.231****
-
.
295****
-.256****
-
.
467****
-.483****
-
.
464****
-.488****
-.645****
-.565****
-.612****
-.592****
-.257****
-
. 1 68****
-.320****
-.341****
INT with SC
INT with OC
INT with IC
INT with ISC
-
.
490****
-
.
448****
-.501****
-.516****
-.435****
-
. 44]
-.515****
-.555****
-.577****
-.508****
-.547****
-.530****
-
.
467****
-.333****
-.527****
-.556****
PREF with INT
.
475****
.630****
.836****
.567****
Note: PREF = Product Preference
INT = Purchase Intention
SC = Self-Congrui ty
OC = Social
-Congruity
IC = Ideal
-Congruity
ISC = Ideal-Social-Congruity
*p<.10
**p<.05
***p<.025
****p<.01
High Scores indicate high incongruity.
Thus, negative correlations mean that
the greater the congruity, the greater
the preference or intention to purchase,
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Two canonical correlation analyses were prefon^ed on the same
data. The first analysis treated Ideal
-Congruity and Self-Congruity
with respect to each product as the predictor variables set and Product
Preference with respect to each product as the criterion variables set
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 3. The second analysis
treated Ideal-Social-Congruity and Social
-Congruity with respect to each
product as the predictor variables set and Product Preference with
respect to each product as the criterion variables set. The results
of this analysis are shown in Table 3.
The pattern of results was found to be consistent with the
results produced by the regression analyses. That is, Ideal
-Congruity
(and Ideal-Social-Congruity) were found to be better predictors of
Product Preference than Self-Congruity (and Social-Congruity) with
respect to the MGB and VW RABBIT. However, with respect to PLAYGIRL
and GLAMOUR, both Ideal
-Congrui ty (and Ideal-Social-Congruity) and
Self-Congruity (and Social-Congruity) were found to be equally pre-
dictive of Product Preference.
The first corollary to the first hypothesis which states that
product preference is high under high ideal
-congruity and high ideal
-
social-congruity, moderate under high ideal-congruity and low ideal-
social-congruity, moderate under low ideal-congruity and high ideal-
social-congruity, and low under low ideal-congruity and low ideal-
social
-congruity
,
was tested by regressing Product Preference scores
on Ideal-Congruity, Ideal-Social-Congruity, and the interaction between
Ideal-Congruity and Ideal-Social-Congruity, taken jointly.
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TABLE 3
RESULTS OF TWO CANONICAL ANALYSES TREATINr PRnniirrPREFERENCE WITH IDEAL-CONGRUITY TOGET^FR u??m
TOGETHER WITH SOCIAL-CONGRUITY
ACROSS ALL FOUR PRODUCTS
Variate I
%
Squared
Weights Loadings
Cn ten on
Variables Set
PREF-MGB
PREF-PLAYGIRL
PREF-VW RABBIT
PREF-GLAMOUR
.099
.242
-.270
.816
3
20
11
64
.07
.58
.37
.98
Predictor
Variables Set
IC-MGB
IC-PLAYGIRL
IC-VW RABBIT
IC-GLAMOUR
-.080
.145
.407
-.338
8.
10,
7,
20.
.47
.41
,51
,83
SC-MGB
SC-PLAYGIRL
SC-VW RABBIT
SC
-GLAMOUR
-.041
-.112
.093
-.530
11.
12.
3.
25.
64
36
24
54
Canonical
Correlation .718 (p< .000)
Variate II Variate III
. ^
Squared Squared
ignts Loadings Weights Loadings
.266 14.83
.866 73.64
.815 63.04 -.451 18.86
-.373 18.29
-.447 7.27
-.655 17.18
-.141
.23
-.269
.50 -1
.070 47.51
-.505 21 .10 .706 8.12
.465 28.65 .545 2.79
.795 15.03 -.085 2.18
.248
.08 -.039 21 .33
-.371 17.19 .022 7.88
-.144 11.13 -.286 4.85
.023 6.31 .458 5.33
.612 (p< .000) .436 (p< .020)
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TABLE 3
(Continued)
Criterion
Variables Set
PREF-MGB
PREF-PLAYGIRL
PREF-VW RABBIT
PREF-GLAMOUR
Predictor
Variables Set
ISC-MGB
ISC-PLAYGIRL
ISC-VW RABBIT
ISC-GLAMOUR
OC-MGB
OC-PLAYGIRL
OC-VW RABBIT
OC- GLAMOUR
Canonical
Correlation
Variate I
%
Squared
Weights Loadings
•099
.95
•557 11.93
-•418 23.52
.484 33.23
-•028 7.45
-•235 17.85
.591 12.68
-.221 11.95
-.105 9.06
-.177 20.55
-•018 3.13
-.218 17.32
•703 (p<.000)
Variate II
%
Squared
Weights Loadings
•225
.00
.591 21.34
-.305 9.22
-.937 59.43
-.229 2.45
-.426 2.75
.238 12.24
.880 47.75
.238 1.94
-.464 3.67
-.108 2.43
.319 27.04
.617 (p<.000)
Variate III
01
10
Squared
Weights Loadings
-.766 70.72
.516 17.34
.575 11.82
.045
.11
1.225 47.73
-.774 4.89
-.139 2.79
-.052 1.40
-.159 24.21
.209 4.54
-.241 10.59
-.289 3.84
•436 (p<.020)
Note : IC = Ideal
-Cong ruity
SC = Self-Congruity
PREF = Product Preference
ISC = Ideal
-Social
-Congruity
OC = Social
-Congruity
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With respect to the MGB, 11.4% of the total variance was
predicted (p < .01) mainly by Ideal
-Congruity (Beta =
-.848, p < .01).
Ideal-SociaUCongruity and the interaction term failed to account for
any significant portion of the predicted variance.
With respect to PLAYGIRL, 23.9% of the total variance was
predicted (p < .01) mainly by Ideal
-Social
-Congruity (Beta =
-.542,
P < .01). Ideal -Congruity and the interaction term failed to account
for any significant portion of the predicted variance.
With respect to the VW RABBIT, 13.2% of the total variance was
predicted (p < .01) mainly by Ideal-Social-Congruity (Beta =
-.618,
P < .01), Ideal-Congruity and the interaction term failed to account
for any significant portion of the predicted variance.
And finally with respect to GLAMOUR, 37.5% of the total variance
was predicted (p < .01) mainly by Ideal-Congruity (Beta =
-.527, p <
.01). Ideal-Social-Congruity and the interaction variable failed to
account for any significant portion of the predicted variance.
It may be speculated that the reason for the suppression of
either Ideal-Congruity or Ideal-Social-Congruity effects may be due to
the extreme mul ticol 1 ineari ty between these two variables (MGB 4 =
.957, p < .01; PLAYGIRL - r = .948, p < .01; GLAMOUR ^ r = .939, p <
.01; and VW RABBIT ^ r =
. 957
, p < . 01 )
.
It was expected that only Ideal-Congruity and Ideal-Social-
Congruity contribute significantly to the predicted variance. The
results indicated that the interaction between Ideal-Congruity and
Ideal-Social-Congruity failed to reach significance in every case and
therefore support the hypothesis that Ideal-Congruity and Ideal -Social-
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Conqruity are additive and not interactive.
The same hypothesis (1st corollary) was tested by a canonical
correlation analysis in an attempt to control for the high
multicollinearity between Ideal-Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-Congruity.
The following variables were lumped in the predictor variables set:
Ideal-Congruity (IC), Ideal-Social-Congruity (ISC), and the inter-
action between IC and ISC with respect to all four products. The
criterion variables set comprised of Product Preference with respect
to all four products.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4. The pattern
of results indicates that both IC and ISC were equally contributing to
the predicted variance of Product Preference. Their interaction
(ICxISC) contributed also to the predicted variance, however in the
negative direction. These findings roughly correspond to the results
derived from the regression analyses.
The second corollary which hypothesized a moderating effect due
to product personalization was tested by inspecting the results of
the three canonical analyses reported above. The first two canonical
analyses tested the effect of Product Personalization on the relation-
ship specified by the first hypothesis (see Table 3). The pattern of
results suggests that the obtained relations were stronger for PLAYGIRL,
MGB, and GLAMOUR (products varying from high to moderate in their
personalization potential, respectively) than for the VW RABBIT (a low
personalizing product). The third canonical analysis tested the effect
of Product Personalization on the hypothesized relationship specified
by the first corollary of the first hypothesis (the "additivity"
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TABLE 4
IDEAL-SOCIAL-CONGRUITY ACROSS ALL
FOUR PRODUCTS
Criterion
Variables Set
PREF MGB
PREF PLAYGIRL
PREF VW RABBIT
PREF GLAMOUR
Predicto r
Variables Set
IC MGB
IC PLAYGIRL
IC VW RABBIT
IC GLAMOUR
ISC MGB
ISC PLAYGIRL
ISC VW RABBIT
ISC GLAMOUR
A MBG
B PLAYGIRL
C VW RABBIT
D GLAMOUR
Variate I
%
239
246
415
699
.116
.862
.728
2.154
-.450
•1.556
-.374
1.092
.088
.665
.332
.475
Squared
Weights Loadi ng
6.36
19.32
17.80
56.51
7.16
7.52
6.48
12.81
6.97
7.94
5.18
11.77
7.02
8.51
5.72
12.91
Note: PREF
IC
ISC
A
B
C
D
Variate II
%
Variate III
Squared
.116
.879
,220
,686
-.256
-.764
-.569
1.780
-1
.144
.262
.802
.201
.185
1.135
.056
1.205
Product Preference
Ideal
-Congrui ty
Ideal
-Social
-Congruity
ICxISC
ICxISC
ICxISC
ICxISC
(MGB)
(PLAYGIRL)
(VW RABBIT)
(GLAMOUR)
.12
64.03
12.53
23.33
.00
10.72
13.68
11.20
.00
10.51
14.26
7.98
.26
9.88
13.68
7.82
789
396
561
394
-.803
.902
1 .680
2.574
1.214
.090
-.317
1.038
223
666
186
211
%
Squared
s Weights Loadings Weights Loadings
59.83
22.83
11.71
5.62
16.65
7.11
.81
9.18
13,
7.
,50
,83
.54
12.78
10.17
7.83
.36
13.23
Canonical Correlation
I
II
III
.730 (p<
,641 (p<
532
000)
000)
(p<.003)
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hypothesis) (see Table 4). The pattern of results was again found to
be consistent with the product personalization hypothesis (second
corollary of the first hypothesis). That is, the obtained relations
were found to be stronoer for PLAYGIRL, MGB, and GLAMOUR than for the
VW RABBIT.
To summarize the results of the first hypothesis and its two
corollaries, it can be stated that the standard regression analyses
plus the canonical analyses produced results consistent with the first
hypothesis onlj^with respect to the MGB and VW RABBIT. That is, Ideal-
Congruity (and Ideal
-Social
-Congrui ty) were found to be better pre-
dictors of Product Preference than Self-Congrui ty (and Social -Congru-
ity). With respect to PLAYGIRL and GLAMOUR, both Ideal
-Congrui ty (and
Ideal-Social-Congruity) and Self-Congrui ty (and Soci al -Congrui ty) were
found to contribute significantly to the predicted variance.
The results of the standard regression analysis and the canonical
analysis support the hypothesis that Ideal-Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-
Congruity affect Product Preference in an additive manner (first
corollary). With respect to the moderating role of Product Personal-
ization (second corollary) on the relationships hypothesized by the
first hypothesis and its first corollary, the canonical analyses revealed
a pattern consistent with what was expected. The obtained relations
were found to be stronger for PLAYGIRL, MGB, and GLAMOUR (products
varying from high to moderate in their personalization potential,
respectively) than for the VW RABBIT (a low personalizing product).
The second hypothesis states that purchase intention is a func-
tion of both ideal-conaruity and sel f-congrui ty or both ideal -social-
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congruity and soci al
-congrui ty . This hypothesis was tested by
conducting separate standard multiple regression analyses for each
product. Two incremental F-tests were used: the first F-test was
designed to test the incremental difference in between the full
model (i.e., Ideal
-Congruity and Sel f-Congrui ty) and the reduced
model in which Ideal-Congrui ty was treated alone while partialling
out Self-Congruity; the second F-test was designed to test the in-
cremental difference in between the full model and the reduced
model in which Self-Congruity was treated alone while partialling out
Ideal
-Congruity (see Table 5). The results of this analysis indicated
that both Ideal-Conqruity and Self-Congruity should be included in
the prediction model with respect to the MGB , VW RABBIT, and
GLAMOUR but not with respect to PLAYGIRL. With respect to PLAYGIRL,
Self-Congruity was found to be statistically not important in predict-
ing Purchase Intention scores and therefore could be eliminated.
The same analyses were conducted by treating Purchase Intention
as a function of Ideal-Social-Congruity and Social
-Congrui ty (see
Table 5). The results of these analyses indicated that both Ideal-
Social-Congruity and Social-Congruity should be included in the pre-
diction model with respect to the MGB and GLAMOUR but not with respect
to PLAYGIRL and VW RABBIT. With respect to PLAYGIRL and VW RABBIT,
Social-Congruity was found to be statistically not important in
predicting Purchase Intention scores and therefore could be eliminated.
These results were supplemented by a canonical correlation
analysis treating the congruity variables for all four products as
the predictor variables set and Purchase Intention for all four products
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as the criterion variables set (see Table 6). The pattern of results
was consistent with the regression results. That is, the hypothesis
was supported with respect to the MGB and GLAMOUR but not with
respect to PLAYGIRL and VW RABBIT.
The first corollary of the second hypothesis that under condi-
tions of high ideal-conqruity and high ideal-social-congrui ty (or high
product preference), subjects who experience moderate degrees of
positive self-ideal discrepancies would intend to purchase a product
than those who experience Jow degrees of positive self-ideal dis-
crepancies, who. in turn, would intend to purchase that product than
those who experience high degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies.
At the other extreme, under conditions of low ideal
-congrui ty and low
ideal-social-congruity (or low product preference), subjects who
experience moderate degrees of negative self-ideal discrepancies would
not intend to purchase a product than those who experience Jow
degrees of negative self-ideal discrepancies, who, in turn, would not
intend to purchase that product than those who experience high degrees
of negative self-ideal discrepancies (see Figure 3). This hypothesis
also assumes that purchase intention is directly related to ideal-
congruity and ideal-social-congruity (or product preference).
At the group-level, Product Preference scores and Self-Ideal
Discrepancy scores were treated as two independent variables against
the dependent variable. Purchase Intention, in a two-way analysis-of-
variance between-subjects
. An interaction effect between Product
Preference (PREF) and each type of Self-Ideal Discrepancy (DISAS,
DISSS, DISSAS. and DISSSS) was expected. This effect was only produced
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TABLE 6
ACROSS ALL FOUR PRODUCTS
Variate I Variate II Variate1 III
Cri ten" on
Variables Set
we 1 gnts
Squared
Loadings
Squared
Weights Loadings Weights
%
Squared
Loadings
INT-MGB
INT-PLAYGIRL
INT-VW RABBIT
I NT
-GLAMOUR
Predictor
Variables Set
.347
.256
-.582
.440
16.85
16.92
30.43
35 79
.513
-.810
.195
.326
38.53
52.04
2.83
5.50
.733
.129
-.326
-.951
27.40
.15
11.92
60.53
IC-MGB
IC-PLAYGIRL
IC-VW RABBIT
IC-GLAMOUR
-.375
-.058
.522
.014
13.65
12.27
16.43
9.63
-.297
.892
-.028
-.504
14.41
24.90
10.99
8.98
-.199
.415
.590
-.099
4.51
1.20
9.22
38.78
SC-MGB
SC-PLAYGIRL
SC-VW RABBIT
SC-GLAMOUR
-.063
.049
.184
-.430
12.83
11.49
10.75
12.94
-.404
.209
-.120
.005
18.14
11.79
5.24
5.54
-.643
-.390
-.412
1.226
5.71
.10
4.61
35.87
Canonical
Correlation .751 (p<.000) .644 (p< .000) .533 (p<.000)
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TABLE 6
(Continued)
Criterion
Variables Set
INT-MGB
INT-PLAYGIRL
INT-VW RABBIT
I NT
-GLAMOUR
Predictor
Variables Set
ISC-MGB
ISC-PLAYGIRL
ISC-VW RABBIT
ISC
-GLAMOUR
OC-MGB
OC-PLAYGIRL
OC-VW RABBIT
OC
-GLAMOUR
Canonical
Correlation
Note;
Variate I
%
Squared
Weights Loadings
Variate II Variate III
.388
,375
,680
222
.412
.113
,713
.164
.141
.102
,030
,061
15.44
17.32
33.19
16.66
15.78
13.22
20.01
6.40
13.18
14.13
8.17
8.47
.780 (p<.000)
Weights
,449
,833
,043
,454
.241
.941
.007
,718
,451
,212
,048
,032
%
Squared
Loadings
31.50
50.43
.21
17.85
16.53
20.78
7.08
16.88
17.95
10.03
1.14
9.33
Weights
.635
-.065
-.314
-.971
-.530
.528
.288
.168
-.237
-.484
-.221
1 .004
%
Squared
Loadings
19.65
6.28
2.14
68.85
1 .65
1.06
.43
35.42
12.64
5.10
.67
33.62
663 (p<.000) .468 (p<.001)
IC = Ideal
-Congruity
SC = Self-Congruity
INT = Purchase Intention
ISC = Ideal
-Social
-Congruity
OC = Social
-Congruity
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for PREF X DISSAS interaction for PLAYGIRL (F = 2.316, df = 4/91,
P < .10) and for PREF x DISSS interaction for VW RABBIT (F = 2.928,
df
= 4/90, p < .025) (see complete set of the analysis-of-variance
results in Appendix H). By inspecting the scatter plots of these
relations, a markedly unbalanced distribution of scores across the
various Self-Ideal Discrepancy conditions was readily observed, and
therefore may account for the suppression of the expected interaction
effects (see scatter plots in Appendix H for more detail).
The same hypothesis was tested using a standard multiple
regression analysis treating Purchase Intention scores as a function
of Product Preference, Self-Ideal Discrepancies, and the interaction
between Product Preference and Self-Ideal Discrepancies, In addition
to this analysis, the same hypothesis was tested using a similar stand-
ard multiple regression procedure treating Purchase Intention scores
as a function of Ideal
-Congruity plus Ideal
-Social
-Congruity (IC +
ISC), Self-Ideal Discrepancies, and the interaction between Ideal
-
Congruity plus Ideal-Social
-Congrui ty and Self-Ideal Discrepancies.
The pattern of results was fairly comparable to the analysis-of-
variance results described above. That is only the Product Preference
variable (and the IC + isc variable) was found to significantly predict
Purchase Intention compared to the Self-Ideal Discrepancy and the in-
teraction variables. Still testing the first corollary of second
hypothesis, an image-level procedure was used to examine the nature of
the relationship between Purchase Intention and Self-Ideal Discrepancies
under various levels of Ideal -Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty for
each selected image.
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By inspecting the means and standard deviations of the Product
Images and Ideal-Self-Images together with Ideal-Social-Self-Images,
Image 21 ("displays independence") was selected for the Fngh Ideal
-
Congruity and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty condition as applied to the MGB;
Image 8 ("displays sex-appeal") was selected for the moderately high
Ideal-Congruity and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty condition as applied to the
MGB; Image 12 ("displays being good at manipulating men") was selected
for the moderate Ideal-Congruity and Ideal
-Social
-Congrui ty condition
as applied to PLAYGIRL; Image 11 ("displays a preoccupation with
looks") was selected for the moderately low Ideal-Congruity and Ideal-
Social-Congrui ty condition as applied to GLAMOUR; and Image 15 ("dis-
plays self-centeredness") was selected for the low Ideal-Congruity and
Ideal
-Social
-Congruity condition as applied to GLAMOUR (refer back to
Data Analysis section for a review of this selection procedure and see
Appendix I for more detail on the selection process).
A one-way analysis-of-variance between-subjects breakdown on
Self-Ideal Discrepancy scores by Purchase Intention scores for those
subjects who experienced high Ideal-Congruity (with Image 21 — "displays
independence" as applied to the MGB) shows that discrepancy scores
between Ideal -Sel f-Images and Actual-Self-Image (IC-DISAS) and between
Ideal-Self-Image and Social-Self-Image (IC-DISSS) were significantly
related to Purchase Intention Scores (F = 4.449, df = 4/29, p < .01 and
F = 2.425, df = 3/29, p < .10, respectively); however, a test for
curvi 1 i neari ty and plot of the data failed to show the expected func-
tion. Discrepancy scores between Ideal-Social -Sel f-Image and Actual-
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Self-image (ISC-DISSAS) and between Ideal-Social-Self-Image and Social.
Self-image (ISC-DISSSS) were found not to be significantly related to
Purchase Intention scores (for more detail, see complete set of
breakdown tables, analysis-of-variance results, and data plots in
Appendix J)
.
For those subjects who experienced moderately high Ideal
-
Congruity and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty (with Image 8-"displays sex-
appeal" as applied to the MGB), IC-DISSS, and ISC-DISSAS scores were
found to be signficantly related to Purchase Intention scores (F =
3.617, df = 5/43, p < .01; F = 2.704, df = 4/43, p < .05; and F =
3.904, df = 4/40, p < .025, respectively), accounting for 32.2%,
21.7%, and 30.3% of the total variance, respectively. A test of
curvilnearity indicated that the IC-DISAS and ISC-DISSAS relations
are curvilinear (F = 4.101, df = 1/43, p < .05 and F = 3.787, df =
1/38, p < .10, respectively). A plot of the means shows that the
obtained pattern closely approximates the expected pattern with
scores peaking at the moderate Self-Ideal Discrepancy conditions
(for more detail, see complete set of breakdown tables, analysis-of-
variance, and data plots in Appendix J).
For those subjects who experienced moderate Ideal -Congrui ty
and Ideal-Social-Congrui ty (with Image 12— "displays a woman who is
good at manipulating men" as applied to PLAYGIRL), none of the IC-
DISAS, IC-DISSS, ISC-DISSAS, ISC-DISSSS relations were found to be
significant although some directional support was detected (for more
detail, see complete set of breakdown tables, analysis-of-variance
results, and data plots in Appendix J).
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For those subjects who experienced low Ideal
-Congrui ty and
Ideal-Social-Congruity (with Image 1 3--displays sel f-centeredness"
as applied to GLAMOUR), the IC-DISAS and ISC-DISSAS relations were
found to be significant (F = 7.907, df = 2/12, p < .01 , and F = 26.307,
df
= 2/n, p < .01, respectively), accounting for 61.3% and 85.4% of
the total variance, respectively. However, a test for curvi 1 i neari ty
showed that none of these obtained relations are curvilinear, but an
examination of the plot of means indicates that these relations are
more montonic than curvilinear in form (for more detail, see complete
set of breakdown tables, analysis-of-variance, and data plots in
Appendix J)
.
In general, it could be stated that the pattern of the obtained
results provided partial support for the first corollary of the
second hypothesis. The obtained relations in the instance of the
moderately low and low Ideal
-Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-Congruity
conditions approximated a monotonic function rather than the expected
curvilinear function. This specific finding can be explained by
taking into account the moderating role of "image attainability" which
will be discussed fully in the Discussion chapter. Furthermore, it
should be noted that the lack of significance of some of the results
may not be indicative of "disconf i rmation" but may reflect the dis-
tributional quality of the data (i.e., data sparseness). The data
provided sufficient directional support for the hypothesis to warrant
further attempt at experimental validation.
The second corollary of the second hypothesis, which states that
the hypothesized function specified by the second hypothesis would be
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stronger for high personalizing products than for low personalizing
products, was tested through the canonical analysis procedure. These
results show that the obtained relations were shown more strongly for
the PLAYGIRL, MGB, and GLAMOUR (products varying from high to
moderate in their personalization potential) than for the VW RABBIT
(a low personalizing product), and therefore provide some support
to the moderating role of product personalization on purchase intention.
The second corollary of the second hypothesis, which also states
that the hypothesized relation between self-ideal discrepancies and
purchase intention under the various levels of ideal
-congrui ty and
ideal-social-congrui ty (or product preference) would be more apparent
for high personalizing products than for low personalizing products, was
tested using both group-level and image-level procedures.
By comparing the analysis-of-variance results performed on the
group-level treating Overall Purchase Intention scores as a function
of Product Preference and Self-Ideal Discrepancies scores across the
four products varying in their personalization potential, no apparent
systematic deviations were visible among PLAYGIRL, MGB, GLAMOUR, and
VW RABBIT products (see Appendix H for more detail on results).
The image-level analysis of the same hypothesis was conducted
as follows: Upon inspection of the means and standard deviations
of the Product Images, four images were found that varied considerably
in their Product-Image scores across the four products with MGB, and
PLAYGIRL having high scores (high personalizing products), GLAMOUR
having a moderate score (moderate personalizing product), and the
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VW RABBIT having a low score (low personalizing product). As a
result of this inspection, Image 16 ("displays a person who does
fun and crazy things"), Image 4 ("displays a carefree person"), Image
22 ("displays a person who is daring and is a flirt"), and Image 8
("displays a sexy person") were selected to undergo further analysis.
Once these images were selected based on their declining mean
perceived Product-Image scores, the decision was made pertaining to
which Ideal
-Congruity and Ideal-Social-Conqrui ty condition each of
these images should undergo analysis. This task was accomplished by
examining the images mean Ideal-Self-Image (ISI) scores and mean
Ideal-Social-Self-Image (ISSI) scores (the same task was performed
for selecting images to place them under the various Ideal
-Congrui ty
and Ideal -Social
-Congruity conditions in testing the second hypothesis)
(refer back to Data Analysis chapter for a review of this selection
procedure). Consequently, Images 16 and 4 were assigned to the high
Ideal -Congrui ty and Ideal -Social-Congrui ty condition and Images 22 and
8 were assigned to the moderately high Ideal-Congrui ty and Ideal-Social-
Congruity condition.
In respect to Image 16, those subjects who experienced high Ideal-
Congrui ty and Ideal -Social -Congrui ty with that image were further
selected out and their scores were subjected to a one-way analysis-of-
variance between subjects treating Self-Ideal Discrepancies as the
independent variable and Partitioned Purchase Intention scores as the
dependent variable across all products . The results showed significance
for the MGB IC-DISSS relation (F = 3.120, df = 3/35, p < .05, Eta"^ =
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.226), for the GLAMOUR IC-DISAS relation (F = 3.187, df = 2/14,
P < .10, ETa2 = .346), for the GLAMOUR IC-DISSS relation (F = 5.108,
df
= 3/14, p < .025, Eta2 = .582), for the VW RABBIT IC-DISAS relation
(F
= 7.968, df = 2/9, p < .025, Eta^ =
.695), for the VW RABBIT
IC-DISSS relation (F = 7.968, df = 2/9, p < .025, Eta^ =
.695), and for
the VW RABBIT ISC-DISSSS relation (F = 4.906, df = 5/17, p < .025,
Eta
= .571). These significant relations were then tested for
curvi linearity and the results showed significance for all of the
above relations except for one (MGB IC-DISSS F = 9.630, df = I/33.
P < .01; GLAMOUR IC-DISAS F = 5.406, df = 1/12, p < .05; GLAMOUR
IC-DISSS F = 19.204, df = 1/12, p < .01; VW RABBIT IC-DISAS - F =
55.785, df = 1/7, p < .01; and VW RABBIT ISC-DISSSS ^ F = 19.793, df
= 1/15, p < .01). By inspecting the plot of the means, it was observed
that almost all of these relations were curvilinear peaking at low or
moderate levels of positive Self-Ideal Discrepancies (for more detail,
see Appendix K). These results, although they provide additional
support for the first corollary, failed to support the second corollary,
i.e., no systematic deviations were detected among the four products
varying in their personalization potential.
In respect to Image 4, the MGB IC-DISAS, IC-DISSS, and ISC-
DISSAS relations were found to be significant (F = 2.604, df = 5/36,
p < .05, Eta^ = .296; F = 2.599, df = 3/36, p < .10, Eta^ = .191; and
F = 2.085, df = 5/48, p < .10, Eta^ = .195, respectively). In addi-
tion, the VW RABBIT ISC-DISSAS relation was also significant (F =
4.302, df = 3/23, p < .05, Eta^ = .392). In testing for curvilinear-
ity, 3 out of 4 of these relations were found to be significant
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(MGB IC-DISSS -> F = 9 fi?n Hf - i/qty.bJU, df
- 1/33, p < .01; MGB ISC-DISSAS ^ F =
4.540, df = 1/38, p < .05; and VW RABBIT ISC-DISSAS . F = 8.978, df =
1/15. p < .01). By inspectinq the plot of the means, it was observed
that most of these relations were curvilinear peaking at low or
moderate levels of positive Self-Ideal Discrepancies (for .ore detail,
see Appendix K). Again, it can be stated that these results failed
to support the second corollary of the second hypothesis. In general,
however, the results provided some additional support for the first
corollary of the second hypothesis.
In respect to Image 22, the MGB IC-DISAS, IC-DISSS, ISC-DISSAS,
and ISC-DISSSS relations were found to be significant (F = 2.972, df
= 5/38, p < .025, Eta^ = .310; F = 2.060, df = 5/38, p < .10, Eta^ =
.238; F = 3.015, df = 3/31, p < .05, Eta^ =
.244; and F = 2.537, df =
25/31, p < .05, Eta = .328). However, in testing these relations for
curvi linearity none were found significant (see Appendix K for more
detail). These results failed to support the first and second
corollaries of the second hypothesis.
In respect to Image 8, the following relations were found to
be significant: MGB IC-DISAS (F = 3.617, df = 5/43, p < .01 , Eta^ =
.322), MGB IC-DISSS (F = 2.704, df = 4/43, p < .05, Eta^ = .217),
MGB ISC-DISSAS (F = 3.909, df = 4/40, p < .025, Eta^ =
.303), VW
RABBIT IC-DISAS (F = 14.172, df = 3/34, p < .01, Eta^ = .578), and VW
RABBIT IC-DISSS (F = 6.052, df = 4/34, p < .01, Eta^ = .447). Tests
for curvi linearity show that only the MGB IC-DISAS was significant
(F = 4.101, df = 1/41, p < .05) (see Appendix K for more detail).
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These results failed to provide significant support for the first
and second corollaries.
Again, it should be noted that the lack of support shown for
the hypothesis does not necessarily mean "di sconf i rmation" but could
be reflective of the sparseness of relevant data. It could be stated
however that directional support was provided for the first and second
corollaries of the second hypothesis. This assertion is partially
based on inspecting the breakdown analyses and data plots prima facia
.
Increasing the sample size might provide full confirmation of these
hypotheses.
CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION
One clearcut finding which appeared highly visible in this
study is that both product preference and purchase intention were
significantly and highly related to self-congrui ty , social-congruity,
ideal-congruity, and ideal-social-congrui ty. This finding establishes
the fact that congruence between a product symbol or image and the
consumer's self-concept does indeed have a lot to do with his/her
liking or disliking of that product as well as his/her stated motiva-
tion to buy or not to buy that product.
Specifically, the hypothesis that product preference is a
function of ideal-congruity (and ideal-social-congruity) alone, and
not a function of ideal-congruity plus self-congrui ty (and ideal-
social-congruity plus social-congruity) was supported only with
respect to the MGB and VW RABBIT. With respect to PLAYGIRL and
GLAMOUR, product preference was found to be a function of both ideal-
congruity and self-congrui ty (and ideal-social-congruity and social-
congrui ty)
.
By inspecting the means of the various congruity variables for
each product, it was observed that the mean Ideal -Congrui ty (IC)
and Ideal -Social -Congrui ty (ISC) scores for both MGB and VW RABBIT
were relatively equal to their Sel f-Congrui ty (SC) and Social-
Congruity counterparts (MGB ^ IC = 1.251, ISC = 1.264, SC = 1.172, and
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OC = 1.262; and VW RABBIT ^ IC = 1.168, ISC = 1.129. SC = 1.067, and
OC = 1.107). However, for PLAYGIRL and GLAMOUR the mean IC and ISC
"^"^^ '-elatlvelv different, from the mean SC and OC scores (PLAY-
GIRL
-
IC = 1 .573, ISC = 1 .580, SC = 1 .380, and OC = 1 .362; and
GLAMOUR IC = 1 .377, ISC - 1 .365, SC = 1.179, and OC = 1.189). This
disparity between the ideal and self-components provides a possible
explanation for the obtained pattern of results. That is, given the
fact that ideal-congruity (or ideal-social-congrui ty) is equal to or
greater than sel f-congrui ty (or social-congrui ty) , ideal-congruity
(or ideal-social-congruity) will determine product preference. How-
ever, given that ideal-congruity (or ideal-social-congruity) is less
than sel f-congrui ty (or social-congrui ty) , ideal-congruity (or ideal-
social-congruity) and sel f-congrui ty (or social-congrui ty) will
together determine product preference.
Other explanations of this finding can be advanced. One ex-
planation might involve the distinction between magazines and automo-
biles. It can be argued that automobiles are highly conspicuous,
durable, highly priced, have high perceived risk associated with
them, and therefore may be viewed as ego-involving products. Magazines,
on the other hand, are not necessarily conspicuous, nondurable, af-
fordably priced, and therefore may be viewed as low ego-involving
products. Consequently, products which are ego-involving may have the
tendency to influence the ideal components of the self-concept more
than non-ego-involving products.
Still another explanation involves focusing on specific char-
acteristics associated with GLAMOUR and PLAYGIRL magazines. It can
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be argued that when it comes to clothes and physical appearance,
consumers' actual- and social-self-images do play a dominant role in
influencing product preference. Also, a person's sexuality may be
strongly regulated by "what she is" and not particularly by "what she
would like to be." Since GLAMOUR is a magazine of fashion and cosmet-
ics, and PLAYGIRL is a sex magazine, it may be expected that self-
congruity and social
-congruity would play an equivalent role to ideal-
congruity and ideal
-social
-congrui ty in influencing product preference.
In addition, the same finding may also be attributed to the
high interrelationships found among the congruity variables (see
correlation matrix in Appendix G). Moreover, the variability of
scores constituting the congruity variables were found to be highly
restricted, and therefore casting doubt on the reliability of the
findi ngs.
The hypothesis that ideal
-congrui ty and ideal-social-congrui ty
are additive in relation to product preference was supported by the
data. Moreover, the relationships hypothesized above were found to be
stronger for products varying from high to moderate in their personl-
ization potential (i.e., PLAYGIRL, MGB, and GLAMOUR) than for a low
personalizing product (i.e., VW RABBIT). It should be noted that
results testing the moderating effect of product personalization on
product preference were highly suggestive and not conclusive.
In respect to purchase intention, several hypotheses were
advanced in an attempt to delineate the effect of the various congruity
variables on stated purchase motivation. It was expected that both
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ideal-congruity and sel f-congrui ty (and ideal
-social-congrui ty and
social-congruity) would play a significant role in determining pur-
chase intention. The results indicate that for some products, such
as PLAYGIRL and VW RABBIT, ideal-congruity and/or ideal-social-
congruity seem to play a more dominant role in predicting purchase
intention than ideal-congruity together with sel f-congrui ty (and ideal-
social
-congrui ty together with social-congruity). For other products,
such as the MGB and GLAMOUR, both ideal-congruity and sel f-congrui ty
(and both ideal-social-congruity and social-congruity) seem to be
essential in predicting purchase intention.
With respect to PLAYGIRL, it may be speculated that Purchase
Intention scores were more affected by negative ideal images associated
with that product, such as that of "preoccupation with sex and men"
(Product Image: X = 3.426, SD =
.766, measured on a 5-point likelihood
scale varying from 0 as low to 4 as high). Such a negative ideal image
which is reflected in the subjects' ideal-self-image (X = .941,
SD = 1.037, measured on a 5-point desirability scale varying from 0
as low to 4 as high) and ideal-social-self-image (Y = .713, SD = .887,
measured on a 5-point desirability scale varying from 0 as low to 4 as
high) may have a stronger impact on purchase motivation than the
subjects' actual -self-image ( X = 1.455, SD = .954, measured on a 5-
point likelihood scale varying from 0 as low to 4 as high) or their
social-self-image (X = 1.386, SD = 1.077, measured on a 5-point likeli-
hood scale varying from 0 as low to 4 as high). The same argument
can be applied with respect to the VW RABBIT, however limited to the
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ideal-social-self-image. That is, female college students may
have a negative ideal
-social-self-image in relation to "house-
wifing" (X = .495, SD =
.879). And since the VW RABBIT has a "middle-
class housewife" image associated with it (Product Image: X = 2.574,
SD = 1.013), it may therefore account for their lack of purchase
mo tivation.
Another explanation of this finding involves the unreliability
of the data due to the high interrelationships found among the
congruity variables plus the restricted range displayed by the
congruity scores with respect to the effect of self-ideal discrepancies
on stated purchase motivation. Specifically, it was hypothesized that
consumers who experience high ideal
-congruity and high ideal-social-
congruity (or high product preference) with a particular product would
be more motivated to purchase that product when they experience moderate
degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies than those who experience
low degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies, who, in turn, would
be more motivated to purchase the same product than those who experience
high degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies. At the other
extreme, consumers who experience low ideal -congrui ty and low ideal-
social-congrui ty (or low product preference) with a particular product
would be more motivated not to purchase that product when they ex-
perience moderate degrees of negative self-ideal discrepancies than
those who experience low degrees of negative self-ideal discrepancies,
who, in turn, would be more motivated not_ to purchase the same product
than those who experience high degrees of negative self-ideal dis-
crepancies (see Figure 3),
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The statistical analysis using both group-level and image-
level procedures as well as the plot of the data provided only
directional support for this relationship. Again, it may be argued
that with the elimination of the extreme- multi col linearity problem,
or correcting for the markedly unbalanced distribution of scores
across the self-ideal discrepancies would have a better chance for
confirming the hypothesized functions.
It was noted in the Results chapter that in some cases,
especially under the moderately low and low ideal
-congrui ty and ideal-
social-congruity conditions, the obtained relations had scores peaking
in the low self-ideal discrepancy conditions rather than in the
moderate self-ideal discrepancy conditions. In order to explain this
finding, we need to introduce the concept of "image attainability,"
Some desirable attributes seem to be commonly perceived as more
"attainable" or reachable (e.g., sex-appeal) while other attributes
may be commonly perceived as less "attainable" (e.g., daring, socially
outgoing, etc.). By the same token, some undesirable attributes
seem to be commonly perceived as difficult to do away with (e.g.,
self-centeredness or a preoccupation with one's looks). It seems
reasonable to surmise that "nonattai nabl e" images may force a function
which peaks at low rather than moderate self-ideal discrepancies.
Theoretically speaking, "nonattai nabl e" images or attributes have the
potential to induce self-consistency needs more than self-enhancement
needs.
For example, consumers who experience ideal -congrui ty with a
product which has an attai nabl
e
image of "sex-appeal" and perceive
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themselves as being "not that sexy" would be motivated to purchase
that product to approach their ideal-image of "sex-appeal" (moderate
degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancy) more than those consumers
who experience ideal-congruity with the same product but perceive
themselves as "being quite sexy" (low degrees of positive self-ideal
discrepancy), who, in turn, would be motivated to purchase that product
to maintain their ideal and actual image of themselves as "being sexy."
Those consumers who experience low degrees of positive self-ideal
discrepancy would be more motivated to purchase that product than
those who experience ideal-congruity but perceive themselves as
"ugly-looking" or potentially "unbeautifiabl e" and, as a result,
abandon any attempt to approach this ideal but unrealistic image of
"becoming sexy-looking."
On the other hand, consumers who experience ideal-congruity with
a product which- has a nonattai nabl
e
or less attainable image of being
"socially outgoing" and perceive themselves as being "socially out-
going" (low degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancy) would be
motivated to purchase that product to maintain this satisfactory
image of themselves more than those who experience the same amount of
ideal-congruity but perceive themselves as "not being very much socially
outgoing" (moderate degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancy). Those
consumers who perceive themselves as "not being very much socially
outgoing" would be somewhat motivated to purchase that product hoping
to become more "socially outgoing" but not as motivated as those who
already perceive themselves to be "socially outgoing" since becoming
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more "socially outgoing" involves an image which is perceived
difficult to attain. These two groups of consumers who experience low
and moderate degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancy would, in
turn, be more motivated than those who experience high degrees of
positive self-ideal discrepancy (i.e., perceive themselves as
"socially shy"). Consequently, it is postulated that "image
attainability" may play a significant role in moderating the relation-
ship between purchase intention and self-ideal discrepancy. The exact
nature of this type of postulation is shown schematically in Figure 5.
Another explanation which may account for the obtained pattern
produced under moderately low and low ideal
-congrui ty and ideal
-
social-congruity conditions involves personality differences in self-
esteem. Low self-esteem subjects might have been more motivated to
purchase products which have images consistent with their actual- and
social
-selves (self-consistency motivation) than with their ideal
-
and ideal-social-selves ( sel f-enhancement motivation)
. According to
Losco (1979), low self-esteem individuals are less able to tolerate in-
consistencies than high self-esteem individuals. High self-esteem
individuals, on the other hand, may be more motivated to purchase
products having images which enhance the self-concept by allowing the
individual to approach his ideal-self or ideal-social-self (self-
enhancement). In Kellian terminology (Kelly, 1955), high self-esteem
individuals "extend" their construal systems by choosing or behaving
in ways to approach their idealized images and thus enhance the con-
ceptual differentiation of their construal systems. Low self-esteem
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Congruity and Ideal
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-Congruity
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f^^9- 5. Purchase Motivation as a Function of Self-Ideal
Discrepancy and "Image-Attainability" Under Various Conditions of
Ideal-Congruity and Ideal-Social-Congruity (or Product Preference)
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individuals may be constricted by "definition." They act in ways
that limit conceptual differentiation, since approach behavior may
be accompanied with stimuli and events which can threaten their
construal system by provoking anxiety. As a result, low self-esteem
individuals limit their experiences to the familiar, to the knowable.
and behave more consistently with their actual- and social
-selves
(self-consistency motivation) in order to protect their self-systems
from threatening anxiety. However, the distinction between high and
low self-esteem individuals must be accompanied by a further differen-
tiation between "true" high self-esteem individuals and "defensive"
high self-esteem individuals. Defensive high self-esteem people are
low self-esteem people disguised as high self-esteem individuals.
Defensive behavior in relation to self-esteem, according to Silber
and Tippett (1965), can be thought of as an attempt by the person to
accentuate his feelings of self-satisfaction as a defense against lower
self-esteem. This defensive behavior has points of similarity to what
has been referred to in relation to psychological tests as "faking
good" or "social desirability" and involves the presentation of overly
positive feelings about the self. Defensive high self-esteem subjects
have frustrated self-enhancement needs and therefore tend to over-
compensate by behaving in ways to reflect their idealized images of
themselves (Combs, Richards & Richards, 1976; Losco, 1979). Therefore,
it may be argued that defensive high self-esteem consumers would tend
to be more motivated to purchase products consistent with their ideal-
self-images and ideal-social-self-images (self-enhancing) than products
consistent with their actual-self-images and social-self-images (main-
Under High Ideal
-
Congruity and Ideal
Social
-Congruity
Conditions
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Fig. 6. Purchase Motivation as a Function of Self-Ideal
Discrepancy and Self-Esteem Under Various Conditions of Ideal -Congruity
and Ideal -Social -Congruity (or Product Preference).
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taining consistency). The moderating role of self-esteem on the
relationship between purchase motivation and self-ideal discrepancy
as hypothesized by the present writer is schematically presented in
Figure 6.
In respect to the moderating role of product personalization
on the relationship between purchase intention and the congruity
variables, the pattern of results provided some support for the hypo-
thesis. However, the moderating effect of product personalization
on the relationship between purchase intention and self-ideal
discrepancy was not shown by the results obtained from both group-
level and image-level procedures.
Conceptual and Methodological Difficulties
First, the measurement of purchase intention seemed to be
strongly affected by the availability of other brands of the same
product. Contrary to purchase intention, product preference did not
seem to be affected by other brands. This problem was recognized during
the preliminary testing procedure, and the question on purchase inten-
tion was phrased to reflect buying motivation or intention of that
product or other brands similar to the product presented
. This issue
was apparently not throughly resolved since the experimenter had noticed
that the similarity notion had been vague for some subjects. It is
thus recommended in future studies that instructions elaborating the
similarity notion must be presented to the subjects. These instruc-
tions should explain the similarity notion using product symbolism.
For example, if the product at hand were a Jaguar, then the purchase
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intention question should be phrased as follows: "Would you intend
to buy a Jaguar or a similar sports car? "
Second, the usage of subjects' overt attributions of their
purchase intentions to break down their intention scores to allow per-
• image analysis was not used in the overall analysis after it was shown
in a preliminary test that the decomposed scores had very little
variability for each image. The reason for this failure is twofold:
one problem involves using too many images-30 to be exact; the second
problem is that subjects were attributing their intention decision to
only a few images. That is to say that by assigning certain percentage
points to each image according to its importance to the subject's over-
all intention-decision left many images with 0 percentage points which
overpowered any visible and true variability among the scores (see
Appendix F)
.
Decomposition of intention scores based on average self-concept/
product-image congruity scores was found to be more successful, and it
may be construed as an information processing strategy that people do
in fact utilize, psychologically speaking. However, caution must be
exercised using this procedure since it decomposes the scores in a
manner which probabl istical ly favors a correlation with congruity
scores.
Third, the use of the compensatory average or summative model
to combine the various congruity or self-ideal discrepancy scores is
a very crude procedure with many inherent problems discussed in the
Data Analysis section. Briefly, first, the compensatory model
assumes that people make rational decisions in the sense that they
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consider all of the attributes involving the decision. Second, some
images which have no bearing or association with a product have to be
included in the assessment of overall congruity or overall self-ideal
discrepancy to allow cross-product analysis. Third, specific types
of congruities involving high perceived product-image scores are
conceptually not equivalent to congruities involving low perceived
product-image scores, although they have equivalent scores.
Recommendations for Future Research
The proposed self-concept model introduced in this study was
tested using correlational techniques. The nature of the data was
suggestive but not conclusive. The reason why the data failed to
provide stronger confirmation supporting the model may be primarily due
to the distributional problem encountered among the various congruities.
This problem marked an imbalance in the distribution of scores through-
out the various conditions. To remedy this ailment, two approaches may
be pursued. One approach would be to conduct a large-scale correla-
tional survey; the second approach would bo to conduct laboratory ex-
periments in which subjects would be instructed to play specified self-
concept roles and then respond to consumer behavior situations, such as
buying behavior. Future studies might be conducted in that direction.
The self-concept model as presented here explains jiow the
consumer's self-concept interacts with perceptions of product symbols
(product-images) to influence buying behavior. In other words, the
proposed self-concept as introduced and tested in this study is a
process model (i.e., explains and describes the self-concept/product-
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image interaction process in determining product preference and
purchase intention).
What needs to be done now is to find out the various personality,
socio-cultural, socio-economic, situational, and product-related
variables that moderate the congruity process.
Product Personalization is one product- related variable which
was hypothesized to have a moderating effect on the self-concept in
determining product preference and purchase motivation. The data
provided some directional support for this hypothesis. It is sug-
gested that GLAMOUR magazine and the VW RABBIT automobile may not
be truly moderate and low, respectively, in their personalization
potential but in fact comparably high or moderately high to the MGB
automobile and the PLAYGIRL magazine. Future studies should use a
larger pool of products from which products strongly varying in their
personalization potential may be selected for further testing.
"Image attainability" is a product-related variable discussed
previously (see Figure 6) which was postulated to play a salient role
in moderating the relationship between purchase motivation and self-
ideal discrepancy. Future studies should test these relationships.
Self-esteem is hypothesized to moderate the relationship
between purchase intention and self-ideal discrepancy as described
in the preceding section and as portrayed in Figure 7. Self-esteem
can also interact with "image attainability" to produce a compounded
effect.
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Certain demographic variables may moderate the congruity
process through their correlation with self-esteem. For example,
race or ethnicity may moderate the congruity process through its
correlation with self-esteem needs. Poor black people often dress
"flashy" and drive "luxury" cars. This phenomenon can be explained
if we speculate that these people are, in general, "defensive" in their
self-esteem needs. Again, this type of speculation should be a subject
of rigorous study.
Marketing Implications
The proposed self-concept model has clear implications for
marketing research, product development, promotional strategies and
pricing decisions.
For marketing research, the self-concept model serves as a
frame-of-reference from which research can be conducted. Marketing
research can provide the marketing manager with estimates of the re-
lationship between purchase intention and self-ideal discrepancy for
the desired market segment which can then be used in making marketing
decisions. Further marketing research analysis can be performed
relating demographic and other variables to the relationship between
purchase intention and self-ideal discrepancy.
The information derived from the self-concept marketing analysis
can be used to further develop the product to meet the needs and
tastes of the desired market segments. The same information can be
used for product positioning and developing advertising and promotional
strategy to appeal to the desired marketing segment. Understanding the
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market segment's degree of motivation to purchase the product can
provide the marketing manager with information which can be used to
estimate the demand-elasticity curve and thus further direct pricing
decisions.
Recommendations for Proper Research Applications
1. The product-images have to be elicited from subjects who
meet the qualifications of the desired market segment.
2. Use a summary profile containing the various elicited images
instead of single images if at all possible.
3. To perform image-level analysis, the attribution method for
decomposing overall purchase intention or motivation scores to reflect
the contribution of each image is only recommended when there are only
a few images.
4. The decomposition of overall purchase intention scores using
average congruity scores is not recommended since the procedure forces
a correlation between the decomposed purchase intention scores and
congruity scores. This method is only to be used when such a correla-
tion has already been shown.
5. The use of the compensatory model to derive overall congruity
of self-ideal discrepancy scores is conceptually and methodologically
"crude." Other more refined decision models must be developed for
future applications. One suggestion involves the use of "importance
weights." Subjects are instructed to rank or rate the designated images
along an importance criterion reavealing the extent to which the
concerned images are important in their construal systems. These
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importance weights may then be used to weight the various congruities
or discrepancies before final summation or averaging is done.
6. To account for a major and significant portion of the
variance in the relationship between purchase motivation and self-ideal
discrepancy, the following moderating variables have to be entered
in the analysis: product personalization, image attainability, and
self-esteem needs.
Summary
A model of the self-concept was proposed in this study to pre-
dict product preference and purchase intention.
Twelve products selected from a large pool of products were
pretested with 23 female subjects for the purpose of (1) eliciting
consensual stereotypic images associated with the products, and (2)
ranking the 12 products along a dimension of product personalization
(i.e., the degree to which the use of a product can reaveal personality
characteristics of the consumer). Four products (PLAYGIRL magazine,
MGB automobile, GLAMOUR magazine, and VW RABBIT automobile), varying
from high to low in their personalization potential, along with their
stereotypic images were selected to make-up the final questionnaire.
The questionnaire contained items measuring the following variables:
product preference (i.e., the degree to which a subject says she likes
a product), purchase intention (i.e., the degree to which a subject
says she would hypothetical ly intend to purchase a product), product
image (i.e., the degree to which a subject states that the product
projects a specific image), actual -sel f-image (i.e., the degree to
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which a subject states that she perceives herself to have a specific
image), social
-sel f-image (i.e., the degree to which a subject states
that she is perceived by others as having a specific image), ideal-
self-image (i.e., the degree to which a subject states that she would
like to have a specific image), and ideal-social-self-image (i.e.,
the degree to which a subject states that she would like to be perceived
by others as having a specific image). One hundred and one female
subjects were presented with a visual picture display of the four
products and were then instructed to respond to the questionnaire.
It was hypothesized that congruity between a product image
(PI) and the consumer's self-perspectives (i.e., self-congrui ty , social-
congruity, ideal-congrui ty, and ideal-social-congruity)
,
together with
self-ideal discrepancies (discrepancies between ideal-self-image or
ISI or ideal-social-self-image or ISSI and actual
-self-image or ASI
or social -sel f-image or SSI), are related to product preference and
purchase intention. It was also hypothesized that the degree to which
a product is personality-revealing (scores highly on the dimension of
product personalization) moderates the congruity effect on both product
preference and purchase intention.
At the image-level (i.e., analysis performed for a specific image
rather than for the entire set of images), congruity between a product
image and each of the self-perspectives was measured using an absolute-
deviation index. Symbolically, sel f-congrui ty was measured as |PI-ASI|,
ideal -congrui ty as |PI-ISI|, social -congrui ty as |PI-SSI|, and ideal-
social-congruity as |PI-ISSI|. Self-ideal discrepancies were measured
using a simple-discrepancy index. Symbolically, the discrepancy between
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ISI and ASI was measured as ISI-ASI, the discrepancy between ISI
and SSI as ISI-SSI, the discrepancy between ISSI and ASI as ISSI-ASI,
and the discrepancy between ISSI and SSI as ISSI-SSI. A compensatory
model (using an average index) was used to derive overal congruity
and self-ideal discrepancy scores to allow analysis at the group-
level (i.e., analysis performed for the entire set of images by
providing one score per subject averaging across all images).
The hypothesis that product preference is a function of only
ideal
-congruity (and ideal-social-congruity) and not ideal
-congruity
£l_us_ self-congruity (and ideal-social-congruity plus social-congrui ty)
was supported only with respect to the MGB and VW RABBIT. Preference
to PLAYGIRL and GLAMOUR was affected by both ideal
-congrui ty and
self-congruity (and ideal-social-congruity and social-congrui ty)
.
The data provided support for the hypothesis that ideal-
congruity and ideal-social-congruity are related to product preference
in an additive manner.
As expected, the relationships speci-Fied by the two preceding
hypotheses were stronger for high to moderate personalizing products
(i.e., PLAYGIRL, MGB, and GLAMOUR, respectively) than for a low
personalizing product (i.e., VW RABBIT).
The pattern of results also showed that purchase intention is
a function of both ideal-congrui ty and self-congruity (and ideal-
social-congruity and social-congrui ty) only with respect to the MGB
and GLAMOUR. Ideal -congrui ty (and ideal-social-congruity) was found
to be a sufficient predictor of purchase intention of PLAYGIRL and VW
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RABBIT, contrary to expectations.
It was also hypothesized that subjects who experience
moderate degrees of positive self-ideal discrepancies are more
motivated to purchase products through which they experience high ideal-
congruity and high ideal
-social
-congrui ty or high product preference
than those who experience low degrees of positive self-ideal dis-
crepancies than those who experience high degrees of positive self-
ideal discrepancies, in that order. On the other extreme, subjects
who experience moderate degrees of negative self-ideal discrepancies
are more motivated not to purchase products through which they exper-
ience low ideal
-congruity and low ideal
-social
-congrui ty or low product
preference than those who experience low degrees of negative self-ideal
discrepancies than those who experience high degrees of negative self-
ideal discrepancies, in that order. This hypothesis was tested using
two types of procedures: group-level analysis and image-level analysis,
Using the group-level procedure, the data provided little support for
the hypothesis. To implement an image-level analysis, purchase inten-
tion scores had to be partitioned at the image-level. That is, each
image had to have a purchase intention score which reflects the con-
tribution of that image and that image alone to the overall purchase
intention score. This task was accomplished by obtaining the average
of self-congrui ty , i deal -congrui ty, social -congrui ty, and ideal-
social-congrui ty scores pertaining to that image, transforming this
average score on a scale ranging from .01 to .99, and then multiplying
the result by the overall purchase intention score. This procedure
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partitioned the purchase intention variable to the i.age level The
results derived fro. the i^age-level analysis provided so.e evidence
in support of this hypothesis.
It was also hypothesized that the relationship between purchase
intention and the congruity variables is moderated by product personal-
ization. The pattern of results was somewhat consistent with this
hypothesis. The relationship between purchase intention and self-
ideal discrepancy was also hypothesized to be moderated by product
personalization. This hypothesis was tested using both group-level
and image-level procedures. The results provided little support for
this hypothesis.
It was argued that the reason that the data failed to provide
stronger confirmation of the proposed set of relationships may be
primarily due to the markedly imbalanced distribution of scores across
conditions. As a result, it was concluded that these findings were at
best suggestive. Further experimental and/or survey validation was
recommended.
Further theorizing led to the introduction of a product-related
variable (image attainability) and a personality variable (self-esteem)
moderating the congruity effect on purchase motivation.
FOOTNOTES
'
thr;Irf?concep?7an$';f'?l' 'V/'''' ''''' ^^'^^ between
2 Although Grubb and Grathwohl's
"self-congruity" model addresses
'll
furthering and enhancement of the self conceotthrough the consumption of goods as symbols" whcimp^^esdea
-congruity or purchase behavior designed to rea ize ?heideal-self-image, they only make reference to the actual-self-
3 Although Hughes and Guerrero refer to social
-conqruitv whichdenotes the tendency to match the social-self- mage with teproduct-image, they seem to be really pointing out to ideal
-
assTtL'^ Z ^^-^--^^congruity/ ¥his is'r^flcVin^heir
,,h^rJ ^^^^f' "^^^ '^^^^ '^^^"d which fits the image ofwhat he would like to be (what he considers socially acceptable)."
4 The distinction between product preference and purchase intentionis an important one. Consumers may like certain oroducts but
may not fee compelled to buy them. According to' Lavidge andSteiner s (1961) "hierarchy of effects" model, product preference
is a consumer phenomenon which occurs at the cognitive-affective
levels of the cognitive-affective-conati ve hierarchy, whereas
purchase intention occurs at the affective-conati ve levels.
5 Multicollinearity is a statistical term which refers to high
intercorrelations among the independent variables treated in
regression analysis.
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Ill
quoncy of Elicited Images of Six Automobiles
Jtnage
showy
ainbitious
wealthy
spoiled
ecology-r.inded
conservative
sporty
assertive
egotistical
exhibitionist
carefree
susacer-type person
prestige-seeicing
powerful
can get what she wants
isn't rich •
average
inconspicuous
easy to push around.
nodem
demanding
not forceful
woman's libbe^
stylish
practical
economy-minded
tries to get most of her $young . ^
fast-paced
outgoing
likes to go out at night
classy
active
not impulsive
doesn't value material thingshousewife ^
has a small family
upper middle class
slow-paced
fun
-going
tends to do crazy things
concerned with saving money
a sale-opportunist
late 40 's
-early 50'
3
her children are grown
has a successful career
Dedical doctor
2
1
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lives xn a city apprtnent ^^^^ ^^^2 BeeneRabMtlives in a country backroad ^ ^ ' ~
not into fashion 1
has little imagination 1
has many boyfriends 1
traditional
,
2
perfectionist
more relaxed f 1
casual 1 1
doesn't care what others ^
think of her
secure 1
energetic 1
optimistic 1
caring 1
overworked 1
available for men i 1
submissive i
sophisticated 2 •*free-spirited ^
middle
-class
,
1
swinger * 2
selfish 1 1
stuck-up ^
shallow 1
has a big dog 1
no financial responsibilities i 1lower middle class
struggling to save- money 1
has a large family 1
drives the kids around 1 .
boring
. 2
model *
not practical Jdivorced *
efficient « 1
lacking in drive 1 1
not" concerned with her 1
appearance
not looking for a man 2
co-habitating 1
materialistic 3 1
concerned about what others
think of her 2
has a management job j j
educated
^
aware of many social issues 1 ^
sexist
^high school or college age 1 -
loves to travel j 2
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Ford BMW Mazda KGB vw w/
Image
lives in the suburbs ' ' Beetle P?hhi-h
social worker !> 1
enjoys helping people 1
lives a quiet life 2
concerned about finances ^ 1
looking for a husband ' 1
late 20's-early 30's '31? i ^prtfers comfort over economy i^. ^ 1
chic 2
single 3 ft
wife of a professor 1 5 3 2
has dark brown hair i
organized
Jfresh from college «
has a good paying job 2 1 < ^ ^ »is xn the dating category 1 ^
still in college
not that intelligent 1 f ^
enjoys driving 1 *
-at
single parent 3 1
working to support herself 91like to get away on weekends 7comes from a wealthy family L *
working woman
j_ 1 o
office worker f ^
married with a small child ^
popular 1
domineering 1
acts helpless infront of men 1
wild
^free
^
restless i
lot of job responsibilities 1has a sense of humor 1 t
non-working girl 1 j
arrogant jtypifies the word bitch 1
easy-going 2
outdoor^y
mother
hates to drive ?
enjoys luxuries 3 1
flashy 1 2
tries to impress men a lot zliving with friends 1housewife active in community 1 " ' *
plays tennis a lot 2 l
concerned about status 11 j
concerned with her looks 1 1
Ilk
Ford 3KV/ Mazda MGB VW VW
has an active social' life ~p —-^ Beetle Rabh^tdisplays her freedcr. i ^ ^displays her confidence i
independent t t t
self-confident 2 3 1
displays her wealth t l 9 * ^displays her independence 1 J"hard-working ^
not particularly stylish ^ 3
a career woman 2 3 i
^
married to an executive 2 1 ^
not concerned about energy
^conservation
^a disco-goer
^has swinging weekends 7
slim *
well-dressed 2 1 1living in California 1
poor *
married student ^
unpretentious
^
^
has a good income \
married to a wealthy man 3 2 2busy ^
bleached hlojide or blonde ^1 ^
visits the beauty parlor often 3
wears a mink coat & jewerly 2 1
children take ballet lessons 1
well-to-do 2 12 tdependable ^
^down-to-earth 7 ;
likeable 1 ^ * Jyoung executive 2 1
travels a lot 1 1 2
well-respected 1 '
very smart 1
^lives an exciting life 111 3lives in an expensive house 12
middle-aged 23 11dresses quite glamoursly 2 11
sexy 1 I
attractive 5 2 3
executive secretary 1 f
likes to live it up
j_beach person 3teacher , *
thrifty J 2has many friends j 1
lavage
logical 'Kl
Ford BMW Mazda IGB YU v.V
Beetle Pnhh^-t-
attention-seeking
^ <
-
business person - ^
middle-aged executive 1 « ^ I
adventurous * ^
daring 1
a tease or flirt 2
married woraan 2 ^
successful f
^
2 1
a woman with subtle class i
glamorous
risk-taker \
wears tight jeans f
enjoys being seen *
serious 1 1
high class 2 1
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Frequercy of Elicited Images of Six Kagazines
Image
single
interested in women's issues
outspoken
career wonan
working woman
educated
achieving
young
feminist or woman's libber
assertive
outgoing
knows what she wants
catching up on the latest
"in" things
not sophisticated
likes gossip
talkative
independent
displays her independence
well-dressed
demanding
powerful
pushy
liberal
not bigoted
dynamic
wants to become assertive
interested in men but no"t
dependent on them
concerned with personal
growth
student
ambitious
has a good paying job
opinionated
wants to treated as an
individual
wants her opinions heard
thinks highly of herself
city woman
not active but interested in
political issues
aggressive
interested in social 4
world issues
active
Ms. Glmour fo-Ed Jamily People Playgir^
Circle
1
6
2
2
1 1
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Image „
Ms. Glamour Co-Ed Family ?^^r: . oi
enjoys bein^ with people 1 Circle ^^^VS^rl
self-assured t '
struggling for identity ' i
concerned about latest
fashions, cosmetics, etc 19
concerned about her looks iq |not very educated lu 2 ,
traditional * Ik
college girl 10^
wants to be popular 1 1wants to be more feminine a
attractive *
wants to become a model J 1 3flashy dresser 7
healthy-looking ;
sweet 1
easy-going J
average * 1
wants to be accepted by her ^ 1
peer group
^
ii^^w ^f^^ly li?ht reading f }spends lot of money improvinc ^ 1 1her looks * -
man-pleaser f
shallow *
not secure about her 1
appearance «
wants to look her best 9dependent f
easily persuaded 7
wants to look more- attractive
to men •
very feminine flooking for a man i -
always dieting 1 1 1
plays tennis often 1 -
goes to singles bars 1
submissive t 2
preoccupied with relations with
^11
men .
not sexually fulfilled f
self
-centered t
low energy f
boring }
young girl entering- college
-ncollege girl in a small college i
not very aware of social issues 1has a traditional female major 2interested in canpus styles 4popular cheerleader 2
sexy
1
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Image
Ms. Glamour Co-Ed Family People Playgirldominant
^J^SLlZ!""
wants to keep up with the ^
" ' '—
~
.
latest teenage secrets
-
curious o icuj, J
very likeable .1 1 1
enjoys group activities }'
needs some tips to adjust ' ^
to college life
non-assertive 2
college cutie 1
not concerned about growing }
wants to get married, settledown & raise a family «preoccupied with improving ^
her relationships with
friends
concerned about what others ^
think of her ^
sporty 1
in college for social rather ^
than academic reasons 4
sorority girl |.
normal & healthy student f
casual 1
not very bright }disco-girl *
middle-aged ^
housewife 5
concerned with economizine ^2 2
mother 2
homey-type woman 10 1
likes cooking, sev/ing, etc. Aquiet 10
passive 1
caring 1
grandmother 1
owns a station wagon J
conservative 1
a person v/ho is set in her ^
ways
performs housekeeping chores i.
practical 7friendly 1
she loves being complimented ^
about her household-related
tasks
interested in her family's
welfare ^ her home «
money-saver '
£
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Image
married
content with fainily-rol»
intelligent
simple
middle-class
efficient
energetic
not interestedin social
4 world issues
interested in celebraties,
movies, & music
not active
not a career woman
likes excitement
any age bracket
from professional women
to homemakers
25 year old secretary
hopes to be an actress
someday
gossiper
showy
attention-seeker
day-dreamer
small-minded
easily influenced
watches Charlie's Angels
fantasizes about being
Cheryl Ladd
doesn't like challenge
watches lot of TV
has an active social life
not concerned about long-
term relationships
in her 20 's
preoccupied with sex
daring
dancer for a nightclub in
a big city
leads an exciting life
often fantasizes about making
^
love
manipulative
overly attracted to men
competes for men
flirtative
views men as sex objects
looking for tiat perfect body
successful
Ms. Clamour Co-Ed Family People Playgiri
.
Cirri
p
9
1
3
3
9
5
1
1
5
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
i
3
6-
3
1
1
1
2
1
6
2
1
1
1
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Ms, Glamour Co-Ed Family People
has several boyfriend "~ —^^^'^^^
Playgirl
bored with her everyday
routine
a good lover 1
free 1
unsure of herself but tries ^
to cover it up
has modem values 1
likes to intimidate men ^
trying to figure out the ^
perfect orga^
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To what extent do you thinlc a person cairht bs Judged or evaluated
by others by usi7:g or owning that product? In other words, to
what extent do ycu think thax this product reveals socsthine;
about the user's personality?
Let me give ycu an ey.ample of what we mean by Having a product
reveal something about the user's nersonality. To ma, I think-
that reading a pornographic (magazine, such as tK« CHIC, suggests
that the reader Ls a. "sv/ir.ger i " occupied v#ith iftcvial ccncems,
noire interested in "getting it on" tlian "being in love," and so
on. However, using another product, such aa drim.liiiig PflAX^iiELL '
S
COFFEE» dcesm't raveal anything significant abwit tJ»« user's
personality.
Check the mora psrsonality-revealins of the tva» Ttodvcts found
in each, cell of the table belov;.
Product 1 2 3 5 6 7 3 9 10 11 12 ir of ticies
product is
1
2
3
5 M
6 m
7 u
8 m
9
10
11
12
123
Product
Ford LTD
BMW
Mazda RX?
MGB
YW Beetle
VW Rabbit
Ms.
Glamour
Co-Ed
Family Circle
People
Playgirl
Standard Deviate nn
fj
2.821 23
2.442 23
3.243 23
2.627 23
2.116 23
1.627 23
2.533
. 23
2.O83 23
2.393 23
3.194 23
1.852 23
2,898 23
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126
12?
1 '^p
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INSTRUCTIONS
This is a
^P^J^^^f This study exa-
tV
are probably quite familiar with these products
utJbcripxion 01 the product below:
KGB is a British-made sports car.
, IWTjI}^^^ ^ German-made transportation car.i^LAYG RL IS a sexually-entertaining magazine forwomen
GLAMOUR is a magazine which contains fashion,
cosmetic, and beauty aids tips for women.
H--^^
you have any questions about these products or
?a?e t^n^?" ^^l^^ant to the study, please don't hesi-t t o asK anytime.
PLEASE TAKE YOUR TIME IN READING THE QUESTIONSCAREFULLY BEFORE YOU START ANSIVERING AND DON'T RUSH WHTT^ANSWERING. WE NEED YOUR FULL COOPERATION TH^DA^AWILL NOT BE USEFUL IF YOUR RESPONSES AREN'T ACCURATE.
Note
:
Use the computer answer sheet to record your responses
.
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1. To what extent do vou likp tho v n-^ ^ ^. , . -,
or to What extent does it a^peallo you7 ^N^te^^hat
'
the^^uestxon is about liking not buyLg or driving ^he
1
very
much
dislike
dislike inbetween
14-
like
5
very
much
like
^s'^tZ^ ""^^ ™" -^""^ "KING OR DISLIKING
2. Suppose that you have become aware of the need
Inv Ir^nf^l'
and suppose that you can reasonably a??ord
Ivr^l f ^S^f choice. Would you intend to buy or drivea r.GB automobile or a similar car in the near futS?eassuming that your marital status remains the same Towhat extent would you intend or not intend to buy
definitely
would not
intend to
buy it
probably
not
probably
would
5
definitely
would intend
to buy it
don't use 3
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xs about liking not buyi^^ fr lliZ^JtllL^T. r''''°"
1
very
much
dislike
dislike inbetween
4
like
5
very
much
like
p.,^_!!:- Suppose that you have become aware or ran across
afford ^^t^ff"^' ^''^ ^^^^ reasonabW
knowin. abou? 11"" T'i ^ ^'^^'^ '^^^^^^ anybodyK g t it. Would you intend to buy or use PLAyStrtmagazine or a similar magazine? To what extent would vof^intend or not intend to buy PLAYGIRL magazine? ^
definitely
would not
intend to
buy it
probably
not
probably
would
definitely
would intend
to buy it
don't use 7
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5. To what extent do you like the V^y rarrtt^
that'th^'.'° f " to you? (nS^e'
tofcar!)^ ^^''^"S not buying or drinvLg
much
dislike inbetween like very
dislike ^^ch
like
^
Suppose that you have become aware of the ne^d
IL'^'^L^ J^""*
and suppose that you can reasonably afford
a FV rIrrt/^? '^S-?'- ^"^^^^ driveV.V RABBIT automobile or a similar car in the nearfuture, assuming that your marital status remains thesame. To what extent would you intend or not intPnri tobuy a VW RABBIT automobile? ^°
definitely
would not
intend to
buy it
probably
not
probably
would
definitely
would intend
to buy it
13^
7. To what extent do vou likp r.TAwnTTD „ •to What extent does it appeal to you° (Sote ?St'?h;question is about liking not buying or i.ismg the maga-
very
much
dislike
dislike inbetween
4
like
5
very
much
like
Ss'mIgIzI^^'^"" '"^^ ^^^^^^ OH DISLIKING
across 'rTArmm^L^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^an
abW affnrH ^1^^' and suppose that you can reason-
I J 1 ^"^^ ""^^ ^^^^ °^ glance through it without
rilrnS ^''^^'^ '^^^^^ intendSo buy or useGLAMOUR magazine or a similar magazine? To what extentwould you intend or not intend tt buy GLAMOUR magazine?
definitely
would not
intend to
buy it
probably
not
probably
would
definitely
would intend
to buy it
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'mat kTnf n?
driving or owning a MGB automobilejh i d of image do you think others would havp n
?
driving or owning this car? °^
a CADITfA^''^ho^^^^
I imagine myself driving or owning
woSid be ?hafnf ""^ff^ ^^g^^ ^^^^ of me
^
and dominant! "^''"^ ^^^^^ powerful.
« i^^"^
driving or owning a MGB automobile may elicit
tho ^^^S"- Describe this image by c^eckin^
beLwf °^ personal characteristics lis?ef
^
of beingT^""^
'''' ^"'^^ automobile elicits an image
very very
11 unlikely likpiv11. young 1 ^ ,
ely
12.^ .-.a. working wbtoan...... *. 1 2 3 U ^13. single & uncommitted....!!!**.* 1 2 i U ^14. carefree 123^515. spoiled 1 2 3 il ^16. conservative !!!!!!!! 1 2 3 4 <17. not educated !! 1 2 3 4 <
JS. sexy !!!!! 1 2 3 Z| 519. preoccupied with sex & men.... 1 2 3 4 520. not concerned with a permanent
relationship 1 2 3 4 c;21. preoccupied with her looks!!!! 1 2 3 4 522. good at manipulating men 1 2 3 4 523. shallow cc boring 1 2 3 4 52iJ-. a woman who is trying to get
married & settle down 1 2 3 4 525. self-centered 1 2 3 4 526. a person who does fun 8c crazy
things 1 2 3 527. dependent on men 1 2 3 528. a middle-class housewife 1 2 3 4 529. a woman who visits the singles'
bars often 1 2 3 li 530. not rich 1 2 3 4 531. independent 1 2 3 /| 532. daring & is a flirt 1 2 3 4 5
33. a woman who has modem values. 123/4-5
34. sporty & socially active...... 1 2 3 4 5
35. thrifty, practical, & economy-
minded 1 2 3 4 5
36. casual & relaxed 1 2 3 4 5
37. a v/oman who runs around with
many men 1 2 3 4 5
38. immature 1 2 3 4 5
39. irresponsibile 1 2 3 4 5
40. stylish 1 2 3 4 5
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^2.
^6.
using or reading^th^s lll^Tinel ^^"^
elici?s\n°?^ii^f o'f^^^fng.^^ ^^^'^^^ ^^^^^^^ -^-ine
very veryM unlikely
• young 1
a.
-working v/otnan. i
single & uncommitted l
carefree i
spoiled 1
conservative *' i
not educated !!'.!.' 1
sexy
[ ] I
^9. preoccupied with sex <S: men.... 1
50. not concerned with a permanent
relationship 1
51. preoccupied with her looks.... 1
52
» good at manipulating men 1
53. shallow cc boring 1
5^. a woman who is trying to get
married ^ settle down....?.... 1
55. self-centered 1
56. a person who does fun 5: crazy
things 1
57. dependent on men 1
58. a middle-class housewife 1
59. a v/oman who visits the singles'
bars often 1
60. not rich 1
61. independent i
62. daring £: is a flirt 1
63. a v/oman who has modem values. 1
64. sporty & socially active 1
65. thrifty, practical, & economy-
minded 1
66. casual 2: relaxed 1
6-^1 a woman who runs around v/ith
many men 1
68 , immature 1
69] irresponsibile 1
70.* stylish 1
2 3 5
2 3 5
c 3
1,
50
c 3
I,
4-
2 3 5
2 3 5
3 5
ii 3
I,
5
c 3
Ji
-r 5
0
c 3
),
5
2 3 5
2 3 5
3
r'
5
2 3 5
3 ;, 5
9
J k 3
2 J
2 3 5
c 3 5
2 3 5
2 3 k 5
2 3 L 5'
2 3 5
2 3 ii cJ
2 3
)i
-r J
2 3 c
2 3 if 5
2 3
;i
-r s
2 5
2 3 4 5
13?
i^Vhat J?^f
y^^^sel^^ driving or owning a VW RABBIT.Wha kind of image do you think others wouM havP ofyou driving or owning this car? °^
an image'cTheLr''^ ' ^-tomohile elicits
^e^y very
^'2* young ^^[i'^^^y
,
lil^ely
'* a_ working v/otaan " \^ 2 ^ il c
r.i" single & uncommitted.....* 1 ? t ^ r
carefree
1 o ^
/" ^
75. spoiled.....:::::::;;;:::::::; i i
conservative 1 2 i k c
78 educated 1 2 \ \ i
^9 s^^y I 2 i I \preoccupied with sex & men.... 1234c
• not concerned with a i^ermanent
relationship 1234-:;
preoccupied with her looks 1 2 3 <good at manipulating men 1 2 3 k ^oj. shallow 5: boring 1 2 3 <
a woman who is trying to ^^et
married & settle down.
. . . T . . . . 1 2 3 -
85. self-centered 12 3 4s00. a person who does fun 2: crazy
things I 2 3 487. dependent on men
. , , 1 2 3 4 588. a middle-class housewife 1 2 3 489. a woman who visits the singles'
bars often 1 2 3 4^ 5
5
5
5
90. not rich 1 2 3 4
91
.
independent
\ \ \ 1 2 3 4
92. daring £: is a flirt \ \ \ 1 2 3 4
93. a woman who has modern values. 1 2 3 4 59^. sporty ob socially active 1 2 3 4 5
95. thrifty, practical, & economy-
^^inded 1 2 3 4 5
96. casual L relaxed 1 2 3 4 5
97. a woman who runs around with
m.any men
.1 2 3 4 5
98. imm.ature 1 2 3 4 5
99. irresponsibile 1 2 3 4 5
100. stylish 1 2 3 4 5
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Imagine yourself looking through or u-^in^r ri inrmTomagazine, li/hat kinH nf ^^^^^fe^i s g GLAMOUR
an imag: of°be?igr"°"^'' "^^^^^"^ GLAMOUR magazine elicits
very very
101. vonn^ unlikely likely
102. 1 2 3 Z+ 5^
103 ^-/''^^^--^^^ w<3toan 1. 2 3 S
ink s^j^^ls (S: uncommitted 1 2 1 U i
.
carefree 1 2 3 .
107 conservative 1 2 3 ^
infl educated 1 2 3 k i
I09' ^^^y---.. 12 3^5preoccupied with sex & men.... 1 2 3 1+ 5
not concerned with a permanent
relationship ' 1 2 3 5
11^' preoccupied with her looks.... 1 2 3 i| 511 ^, good at manipulating men 1 2 3 5|13. shallow g: boring 1 2 3 i| 51^4-. a woman who is trying to get
married & settle down.
. . . T . . . . 1 2 3 ij. 5115. self-centered 1 2 3 ij- 5116. a person who does fun cc crazy
things 1 2 3 ii 5117. dependent on men 1 2 3 5118. a middle-class housewife 1 2 3 i^- 5119. a v/oman who visits the singles'
bars often 1 2 3 k 5120. not rich 1 2 3 ^i- 5
121. independent 1 2 3 5
122. daring c: is a flirt 1 2 3 k 5
123. a woman who has modem values. 1 2 3 ij- 5
124. sporty & socially active 1 2 3 i| 5
125. thrifty, practical, & economy-
minded 1 2 3 4 5
126. casual relaxed 1 2 3 4 5
127. a woman who runs around v/ith
many men 1 2 3 i| 5
128. immature 12 3^5
129. irresponsibile 12 3^5
130. stylish 1 2 3 ^ 5
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How do you see yourself? To what PxtPnt ri^ .r
L o'^uiocxx cib naving tJ
characteristics listed below?
I see myself as being:
very much very much
unlike me like me
1 31
. young
132. a. working 'wiii^A 1 p ^ 5
liu ^^^^Is uncommitted..'.*;;;;*;" 1 2 i t13^. carefree [ I 3 ^ 5135. spoiled ;;;;; I I I ) ^
conservative
1 ^ ^
5
137. not educated 7 r i 7 5
138. sexy
;;
J 2 3 ij. 5
139. preoccupied with'sex'i:m;n;;;; t 2 3 Ii^u. not concerned with a Permanent J - 3
relationshio 1 2 ? Il
lip* ^''^s^'^^''^^^^'''^^^ ^^^'iooi^;;;; 1 23^1
1^3. shallow boring 1 o ^ '1^4. a woman who is trying ' to ' ^et ' * ~ J> ^ 5
married & settle dowS T.
. . I 7 -x u ^
1^5. self-centered 1 2 i ^ ^1^6. a person who does fun'i'irazy' J ^ 5
things 2 T /,
14?. dependent on men ;.;;;;;"' 1 7 \ u, \148. a middle-class housewife;;;;;; I ~^ -x u \149. ^ woman who visits the singles' - -> 3bars often ^ i o
150. not rich ;;;;;;" i 2 ^ i ?
151. independent 3 k r
1 52. daring £: is a flirt.
..;;;;;;;; l 2 3 /I q
153. a woman who has modern values. 12 3 4^
154. sporty ^ socially active ^ ? 3 /i c
155. ^^-^i^^y. practical, & economy- - • 3
n^inded
1 2 3 ii c
156. casual relaxed 1 2 3 4 \
l^y, 3. woman who runs around with
many men i o
158. immature ;;;;;;;; ;;;i 234
159. --^esponsibile 1 2 3 4
160. stylish 1 2 3 4
3 ^ 5
5
5
5
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personal characteristics listed below: ^ following
People I know see me as being:
2nd COMPUTER ANSVffiR SHEET
highly highly
improbable probable
\' y^^^S;: 1 ' 2 3 .
^' . a. working woman 1 2 3 U ?
f ' single ec uncommitted ] 1 ? i t i:
ca.eiree
1 2 3 /+ <5. spoiled... 1234^
°' conservative 1 2 3 2 <
I'
educated .'!
!
.*
1 1 1 2 3 k ^
I'
sexy..... 12345
y- preoccupied with sex & men 1 2 3 ilu. not concerned with a pennanent
"
relationship 1 2 3 4 c11
.
preoccupied' v/ith her looks.' .* 1 2 3 4 <12. good at manipulating men 1 2 3 4 <13. shallow 2: boring 1 2 3 414. a woman who is trying to get
married & settle down 1 2 3 4
15. self-centered 1 2 3 4 ^16. a person who does fun cc crazy*
^^ings 1 2 3 ii <
17. dependent on men 1 2 3 4 518. a middle-class housewife 1 2 3 4 5
19. a v.'oman who visits the singles'
bars often t... 1 2 3 4 s
20. not rich 1 2 3 ?
21. independent
, 1 2 3 4 5
22. daring £: is a flirt 1 2 3 4 ^
23. a woman who has modera values. 1 2 3 4 5
24. sporty 2: socially active 1 2 3 4 s
25. thrifty, practical, & economy-
minded 1 2 3 4 5
25, casual £: relaxed 1 2 3 4 5
27,' a woman v/ho runs around with
many men 1 2 3 4 5
28, immature 1 2 3 4 5
29, irresponsibile 1 2 3 4 5
30, stylish 1 2 3 4 5
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the following personal characteristics Us?ed below? ^
I like to ideally see myself as being:
very much very much
dislike Hkg
31. young
1 2 i Zj. -32. a.Yzorking v/otoan.
. I 2 l it ^33. single & uncommitted.
....... l ? i l -
34. carefree
\ I Z \ 1 \
35. spoiled
.'!!!!!! 1 2 3 it q
36. conservative
...W 1 2 3 ij. q
37. not educated .' 1 2 3 ij. <
38. sexy ;;;;; i z i % \
39. preoccupied with sex Sx. men.... 1 2 3 4 540. not concerned with a permanent
relationship i 2 3 b, <
41. preoccupied with her looks.*.*!! 1 2 3 4 542. good at manipulating men 1 2 3 4 5
43. shallow cc boring 1 2 3 4 5
44. a woman who is trying to get
married & settle dovm.
. . . T. . . . 1 2 3 4 5
45. self-centered 1 2 3 4 5
Zj^g, a person who does fun cc crazy
things 1 2 3 a 5
Zj.'j?^ dependent on men 1 2 3 4 5
zls! a- middle-class housewife 1 2 3 4 5
ij,^^ a woman who visits the singles'
bars often 1 2 3 4
50. ^ich 1 2 3 4 5
^;[_ ^
independent 1 2345
^2! daring is a flirt 1 2 3 4 5
CO
I
a vvoman who has modem values. 1 2 3 4 5
^4 1 sporty a: socially active 1 2 3 4 5thrifty, practical, & economy-
minded 1 2 3 4 <
casual 2: relaxed 1 2 3 4 5
a woman who runs around with
m.any men 1 2 3 4 5
immature 1 2 3 4 5
59.
irresponsibile 1 2 3 4 5
50. stylish 1 2 3 4 5
What exLnl^Vr.jf ITsirhaving the following persona? charact'erL%lL\^LL°^
I like people to ideally see me as being:
61
very much
dislike
very much
like
APPENDIX E
Five different mathematical models were contEzplated for the
purpose of indexing self
-concept/product-ir.age asngr-jity. These
are: a multiplicative index, a s ir.pl e- deviation index, an
absolute-deviation index, a srnple-ratio indec. and an absolute-
ratio index.
The multiplicative index involves multiplyL-ig Product Lr.age (?I)
with a specific self-perspective°Self-Ij7iage (Actial-3elf- Image or
ASI, Social-Self
-Inage or SSI, Ideal -Self- Ir.ag9 2r ISI, and Ideal-
Social-Self
-Ir.ag9 or IS3I). Symbolically stated. Self
-Gongrnity
can be represented as SC=PIxASI, Social-Gongruity as GC=PIx5SI,
Bdeal-Congruity as IC=PIxISI, and Heal- Social- G:ngruity as ISC=?IxIS
The higher the resultant score the greater the experienced congruity.
This formulation adheres to the expectancy-value tradition. Ideal-
Congruity and Ideal -S ocial-congruity tr.ay be construed as analogous
to Rosenberg-Fishbein' s notion of an "attitude" ^A) in which A=^a.b.
where a^ = evaluative aspect of consequsnce i of that product
(desirabilitj/'/eight)
, and b^ = the strength of the individual's
belief that this product will lead to consea_uence i (salisncy weight)
From this perspective, the product iiiage can be construed as
representing the saliency weight compo nent and 'both ideal-self i.'nage
and ideal-social-self irage can be construed as representing the
the desirability v/eight component of the multiattribute-attitude
model. Such an analogy cannot be drav/n to self-congruity nor social-
congruity since thei-r ASI and SSI components are not construed to
be evaluative in nature.
The absolute- deviation index involves takirrg the absolute
difference of a specific Self-Lnage (ASI, SSI, ISI, or ISSI) and
Product Image (?I). Symbolically stated. Self- engruity can be
represented as SC= 1PI-A3I|
,
Social-Congruity as CC= |?I-3Sl|
,
Ideal-
Congruity as IC= (?I-ISI| , and Ideal -Sccial-Congniity as ISC= |PI-I3SI
|
The lov/er the score the greater the resultant ccjtgruity.
The simple- deviation index involves subtractLig a specific
Self-image (ASI, SSI, ISI, ISSI) from Product Inage (PI). Sj-mbolical
stated, S elf-Congruity can be represented as SC=FI-A3I, Social-
C ongruity as OC=PI-SSI, Ideal- Congruity as IC=FI-I3I, and Ideal -Socia
C ongruity as I3C=PI-IS3I. The lo'.vcr the score the greater the
resultant congruity.
The siir.?le-r:itio index involves subtracting a specific Self-
Image (A3I. 331. ISI. or ISSI) fron Product Ir.age and dividing
the result by the £u.-n of the 3elf-Ir.age and Product I.T.age.
.Symbolically stated. Self
-Congruity can be represented as
SC=(PI-A3I)/(PI^ASI), Social-Congniity as 0C= (PI-33I)/(?I^33I )
,
Ideal-Congr-aity as IC=(PI-I3I)/(?I.I3I). and Ideal
-3ocial-
Congruity as I3C=( ?I.I33I)/(Pi.iS3I ) . The lo'.ver the resultant
score the greater the experienced congruity.
The ahSQlttte
-ratio index involves taking the absolute difference
of a specific 3elf-Ir.aso (AST. SSI. ISI. or ISSI) and Product Inage
(PI) and dividir-g- this absolute difference score by the sun of
the Self-Ina^e and PI. Symbolically stated. Self
-Congruity can
be represented as SC= IPI-ASI) /(Fi+ASI)
. Social-Congr-aity as
0C= |PI-S3I|/(?l+33I), Ideal-Gongruity as IC= JPI-isiI /(Pi+isi )
,
and Ideal
-SociaJL-Congruity as I3C= |PI-I3SI| /(PI+IS3I ) . The lower
the resultant score the greater the experienced congruity.
1^5
Upon close examination of the various congruity indices
(see Table) it can be observed that these indices vary with
variations ajnong the scores of both Product Image and Self-
image (i.e., Actual
-Self
-Image, Ideal-Self
-Image
, Social-
Self-image, and Ideal-Social-Self-Image). Notice that
among the first group of scores congruity takes on values
ranging from 5 (low) to 25 (high) using the multiplicative
index, k (low) to 0 (high) using the simple and absolute-
deviation indices, and .6? (low) to .00 (high) using the
simple- and absolute-ratio indices. Also, notice that both
the multiplicative and the simple- and absolute deviation
indices have equal intervals, whereas the simple- and
absolute-ratio indices lack this property.
Since the exponential score variaion of the ratio
indices does not have any conceptual bearing to the theori-
zed congruity state, the ratio indices (simple and absolute)
were not considered to appropriately measure experienced
states of self
-concept/product-image congruity.
Focusing on the multiplicative index in group 2, notice
that ^ versus 3 provides a congruity score of 12 which is
highly discrepant from ^ versus 5 providing a congruity score
of 20. Conceptually speaking, these two states of congrui-
ties should be relatively equal. The same problem exists
with the simple-deviation index. The absolute-deviation
index, on the other hand, treats these two congruity states
as equal in magnitude which is conceptually justifiable.
The absolute-deviation index therefore was decided to provide
the most appropriate measure of congruity.
However, it should be noted that the absolute-deviation
index was selected with the full awamess of the "equivalence
problem." For example, a 5 versus 1 (l5-ll=^) from group 1
is not conceptually equivalent to 1 versus 5 ( (1-51=4) from
group 5. A Product-Image score of 5 and a Self-image score
of 1 means that there is a mismatch between the two images
resulting in low congruity; however, a Product-Image score
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of 1 and a Self-image score of 5 involves a mismatch between
the two images, but the resulting state is not conceptually
equivalent to the low congruity or incongruity specified
above. The same distinction applies to all Pro duct -Images
which have low ratings compared to those of high ratings.
It may therefore be argued that only those Product Images
which have high ratings be included in the analysis. However,
if other images were to be excluded from the analysis, then
it would be conceptually, as well as methodologically, unjusti-
fiable to perform any analysis across products, since
products would now assume different images. With this
problem at hand, the absolute-deviation index was utilized
in the study with the full awamess of this paradoxical
issue
.
APPENDIX F
enc
characteristic. u = t=d °o;''1:4%ol.cuina\i"";''""'' ?orconalglance thrcu,:-. u,e U.t Sf P=%=c°;i.u"c^arScri^:icjr ""^
Your task is check-off (nut a rhr-f^- r,-,-t- u a
characteristics u^^ich vo^ '^Ucvrtn^^^Jnc^buy or not to buy
, mgb auTc;ob?i. "'"jSn"-';^'^^^'"'"^characteristics that you hsve chec]:'cd-of'^°"a;^-'V^5°=^ personal
each characteristic influcce'^ voC-^ ?n°^:^r ^° ^•^?°-tan
to buy or use a i:Z3 autorob"; ' A^ :T °- ^^^^^^^on
chechcd-off- according ^ ^cri^^^^l:^^^^^^^}-^^^^^
your intention or lad: of inten'tion deci "ion^^fk t
acsigning parcentagc noints a-c do^-' n^d'^^n A -nd
nanoly, hou in-ortant'cach nc-^onaT r-l^f '""^ to:^5ar.c thing,
intention or laci. of intentiordecisionr'"^''"^^= influenced your
sJy thafJ:hrSor.::^?S^ii° ^u.ocohile. Let us
h/could afford ItJ^i^d^c^ir ivfi^r t^'^l ^To^the intention scale. He thinks that he wouldn^t bu; a ?LirL?Cbecause xt displays wealth and upper-class s-.a^ls^Lc'-. fol'^^^tfat his inage nor does he v;ant to be that v/ealttv and'have an
,1°?;^^-:==',^"? ^-1^^ i ="'t ?o->.'3r-hungrv and eor.in ant. Theretousing the list or personal characteristics shom be^ou He c^ec"
.
off tnc-se personal characteristics related to cispl^A^^c: \ eal°5'^"'upper-class status, po.:er, and dominance as thcse^irso^a^ c^a-a-cteristics wnicn he relieves would affect his intention ?*ac'-of iHwCntion accision. He then ranks "disnJavs
-'ea^t'V a- 1
*
-displays uppe:.-class status" as 2, "displavs" rcwar" as s"' aAd
"displays docmance" as because he thinks" thkt h: s i-t^A-^Sn
not to buy a C?JDILLAC would be nostlv influencrsi bv its weaV-iiinage, follcved by its upper-class s-.atus ir.age, followed bv^i tspower inace, and followed by its dcninance inac4. Since he"believ=«that the weal txt and upper-class status inages rere the two criaarv
~
lnagc5 \.'hich would strongly influence his intention
-ot to buv aCADILivAC, he ascicns the wealth i.v.age 40 points out~ 1 00 as-^-nsthe upper-class status inago 30 noints cut of iQO assirn- '
-he""power inagc 20 points cut of 100, and assigns the ' donininccl.'nage10 points out: of 100, These noints have to su- uo to ICO.
He v.'ouldn't intend to buy a CADILLAC because it
.
• check-cf
f
rank 'displays niddle-class status
displays conssr-zatisn
dicolnvs sex-anncai.
displays po-./er ;;
displays \;ealth ;>
displays a liberal status '
displays dcninarrcc . .
. x
""^
displays intellect "~~
displays indepc.-.dcnce
20
40
10
displays upper-class status >; ~^ "TfT
ICO
WMUTER^aSSI"-) ''"^ OTESTION ON THIS SHEI (KOT ON THEI would (would „ot)-i^t=nd to buy
. ,,0B .ufnobUc boo.u.c
chcc?:-of
f
ran?:
displnvs vouth
displnyc ctatas of a working uoocin
.
dicplaya boing ::ir.rlc s uncor^it-cd,
. .
.
displnyn bein.j carefree
darplciy:: l)sing ccoilcd
displays cor.5ervati::ni
da3pl£:y=
.lr.c.: education
displays ssx-Aojjnai
displays a preoceTipation'.^ith'scx'^'ncA
• displays a ucnan v;ho isn't concc-ncd
with a pcrnar.cnt relationshindisplays a preoccupation vith loo^:sdisplays a v/or.an t:ho aanioulatcs men. I!displays a v.'onan '.mo is shallot; Siboring
displays a v/oca-i vho is trving* to 'get*
*
married £: settle do'.;n^
....displays sclf-csntercdr.css. .'!!!!.*!! .* .*
displays a uonar. x.-ho doss fun & crazy
things
displays dc':c7.dencv on r.en... *
'
•oxsplays a niddlo-class housev:ifc '
displays a T-rcnan v:ho visits the sinc-ies'"
bars of te:: TT.
.
displays a woman v;ho isn • t rich. !!!!!!!
'
displays ii;depenjierr:e« '
displays a womaa who is daring & is a"
'
flirt
,
displays a voaaa \:ho has modern values! "
displays a six>rty and socially active.
uonan.
, ,\
displays, a i.'or.aa \iho is thrifty
practical, and econo-y-ninded
displays a t/onan v;ho is casual «
relaxed
displays a -..'cnan uho runs around v;ith
nany ncn
^
displays in:.jaturi ty "
displays irresponsibility
displays being stylish *,
. . , ^
~
100
0 ho-.; i.T.portc,
2.-1 ti on
To vhnt extent do vou thin'- „«„^ < ^.
to buy or uro PLAvJ^J^l
-^t"';.^
^"tcntion or lack of intention
characteristics listed on -h^^^^n • "^^ influenced by the ocrson
glance through the li
= t°Sf lo^^o^iir'chLL^^^rlSCsff ^'''^
cha?ac?:;i^?i=^=snfv^rL^^^rr ^•buy or not to buv PLV'g?^ tv:^ influenced your intention to
characteristics that\' ou "have^che^f-ed-o'^/n^" f t""'' ^^^^•''^ personal
each characteristic influenced vo^^ TZ^Z^^''^"''^^"'-^ ^° ^
to buy or use p.-vcT- ^ intention or lac.': of
percentage noints tS tho^e'^oc-^^SAai /ni^'/-^^^ ^° ^=
chccI:ed-off according
^otorincoriant'^acJ'^i::*^:
.S^!
^
your intention or lac]- o^ intnr^l^r^r. jZ c-^- ac ^eristic -influem
L.igning P=rcentago%'oi^J\';e''aeL4ner
^raet'°to'^r"'i-
"''^
nanolv, how inr^ortrnt each oer-onnT oh- ! ^ to^Sane tamg,intcnUon or lad; ofi^S^i^n-^decLior: in.^luenccd'your
Let ne give you an e:canple using a CADILL?.C autonobile r..v ...say tnat John Doe '..'ould -o-n- *. tT '^^'-ai^o.niie. Let us
fit hie no/d==.hr;;.nTt=-brSzr,!oait^r=S^Svf;r
upper-class status. It also ar^-e-T-- m-, , •
^=i";H«^S
or oerscnal characteristics 2hovn below c-'^-^r'off those personal characteristics related to disolav^-;- ve-V:-;'upper-class statue, oovrer, and dcninance as those ne^iorai :-^-;cteristics v.^:lcI^ he believes v:ould affect his intention oj ^Vj-.^"decision. He then ranhs "displays v.-ealth"
~
displays u?per-clas3 status" a.«: 2, "displavs nc-..-er" as 3 Ikd
••displays d^r.inanco" a^ 4. because he thir.::.-.' that his Int---
not to a CrpTLL:.C
..;o:zld be r.o.>:tlv influenced by its wea-h
anacjc, _foilo;;ed by its upper-class status i:.:acre follcued b^^^s
ftT/.l^'l''?^',:^'^
follov.-ed by its dcninance inace. Since he-bel?evcthat the veal ta ana upper-cias.3 status images v;ere the t:;o c^-'-.a-vin.igesvhich v.-oula strongly influence his intention not to b'-y' ^
'
CADILi^AC, he assigns the
-..-calth i.aage 40 Tooints out~ 1 00 "ass^-^n^the upper-class status inace 30 noints ouc of ^00 assicns'-'-e
pov/cr inaqe 20 points cut of 100, and assigns the ' doni.-anco ^'^'-ace10 po.rnts out of 100. These noints have to sun uo to 100 .
Ho .v.'Ouldn
'
t intend to buy a CADILL.^C because it
j>* , , * chec7:-off rank <idisplays midale-class status
"ZZIIII
"
displays 'ronscrvati.sn '. —:
displays sex-appeal ——
displays oouer.
.
H "-^— —r-r—
displays wealth ' j.
-f— -~-displays a liberal statue —'
displays dcninance a ' to '
displr.ys intellect ~ ~
displays independence
^ZZZH ~displays upper-class status >: ^ 20
100
I would (would „ot) intend to buy i,x,„<:isL o.=.zl„e bccau.c
chcch-Qgf ran?:
displays yov.th.
,
displays status of a v/orhin^'wonan! ! ! *
'
displays being sinaic £. uncocnittcd.
.
,*
!
displays beir.g cnrcfrce
displays taing sr=ilcd
displays conscr\'aL-isn
displays ir.c]: education.*
^ ]displays s«ic—aa-psal
. .
.
displays a preoccupation \;ith*scx*£c'ncn
displays a v.'onan v.-ho isn't concerned
vith a pcrzianont relationshin
•displays a preoccupation
'..'ith looks....
displays a rronan. v;ho manipulates nen!!!displays a v.'cnan :;ho is shallo:; £•
borincj.
displays a ;.-on:an ^:ho is trying to'got"
married L settle dot;n
displays self
-centcrednoss. ...!.*!!.*!.*.'!
displays a v/cnan uho does fun &. crazy
things.
displays dependency on r.en !!!!!!!!
displays a niddlo-class hcusc/ifc
displays a vrcnan \:ho visits the singlas'
bars oftc::
,7..
displays a -v/ou-ni \:ho isn't rich
displays independence,
displays a V7c:raa at'.io is daring & is a
. flirt,-,,,,,
displays a wo:naa v;ho has nodcrn values,
displays a r.porty and socially active
vonan
,
displays, a v;onan v/ho is thrifty,
practical, and econo-y-ninded
displays a t;or.an viho is casual £i
relaxed
,
displays a i.'onan \-:ho runs around v;ith
nany ncn
displays innaturity
displays irresponsibility.-
displays being stylish. ;
100
It bSrcr":r.%\/-,,'?^"^ your intention I.e. o. intcntic
Characteristic- i^^'^^^'i "1^ arto.-r.obi ic ^'aa influenced bv
-he r^o-
..-co.t,.o.irtiru^t°s/-;;.%-i-t?j,--L^^^^^^^
ss=^?s.itic5t;--yrLL=!;r?,2?^i;,^^! --=.p-.ona^
buy or not to buv a t/r-r n.^^n-^ in.li.cnccd your mtontj.or. to
charact^stics that 'vou hcvo cVccI-odi^ "'^"''"^each chr.ractcrictic inf ^ ucnred vo, ^ . ''^^^-'^ ^° i"-to buy or U3C a nADDlt "utoJb- e ^^'f^^ °- ^••^^^="pcrccntr.cc points- to thoce ic™;!^ ^° ^"^^^^^^
chockcd-off acco-d'-rr ho,^ f cnaractcristicc that vou
your intcnti:ro:^i:?.^:.'?^,^:5?°:r3:^-f^^<=^-t^
nanely, how inpo^^ant-cZSh^r^Lnal S-^-c°.^°\'°''^^
•intention, or l^ci^ of intentiorSccLion: influenced v
Let ne give you an c;:aaolc usinc a C^mrr-r ...^say that John Do- vould" no-o- "J4n? ?^ ^"^^'^o^^ie- I-et urhe could affc-d xt) and^^^o,:?! buy a C^.DILLAC (even ii
the intentiia cciic'
--"c '-hin°^ h ^''"^ ^ °^ i or 2 onbecause it d^soI^S*uc-?-h t^;:^ ' ^? "ouldn^t buy a CADILLAC
fit his i^^l^l^^l;^^^;^^^^^^ =
UDDcr-cla'-<; tr----'-,,^ T4- ^1 ..eaxoiiy and nave an
Mxsplays upper-clans status" as 2, "disnlavs-lc-c- t f -Z^
-displays do:.ir.cuco" as 4. because he things'
-^.S' hi:: f:^l:.f^
lBr-l° f^T,^ C.^-^JI^AC -...ould be r.o.tlv influenced bj its "-eal^^*iraago follo;.'cd bv^ its upper-class status i-.ace f^lto
-o- Sv V-
• S^r.i"''^^'.^?^^
follo...cd by its doninance inane. sine3^^-,^^that the T;oalth and u3-:or-class stafs <n-,r-r.^ I
teS'^V"'-^^" -^luXi^rhi^i^^enS^: .^S!CADILL.,C, ho assrcrris the wealth incgc 40 points out" 1 00 L-the upper-class status iaaoc 30 points out of 100 ass^' - '
-h-power inagc 20 points out of 100, and assigns the ' dominance tna10 poxnts out o- 100. There noints have to :rr. ^!; '^pj
He v.'ouldn»t intend to buy a CADILLAC because it
J. , ' chec!:-off ran^displays niddlc-class status ~ ^ -
displays conser^tisa .**|* —
—
displays sc:c-a?5cai • '
displays poT/cr
-3—
displays vealth. — —
displays a liI;cr:LL status —~ ' •'- -
displavs ccninoncc. ~ — - -
displays intellect ...* '
"
'
—
displays inde-^c.-.dcncc ——
displays upper-class status
..i, , 7: ""^—
~To~*
100
C«mER\Ii°%«,TO_THIS QUESTION ON THIS ^^
I would (would not) intend nto buy
^ W RAB3IT autorr.obilci^ccaucc it
chcch-o3-^ ranh ^
displays youth -
display. bciS c^r=-oo • • • ZZI
displays cpoiicd
' "
displays conc-r.4t^^n
.
ui-pi^y^ i^c;: o:; education —
displav.-: s€X-aDp-ai
_
with a remanent relationshio
•displays a preoccupation v.-ith ^oof-'s" "displays a v;onar. v;ho r.aniouiates ne; * * * ZZIdisplays a
-onan who is shaliov IH^boring
displays a ^^or.an ^:^o' Ic' t;^i;,;j' to got" .
^married settle doun.... ^displays sclf-ccntorcdness.. .*
'
* '
.
^''^^ilLL"°''''^''
'''''^ ^'=^^ fun'r;;;:;**— — —things ^
displays dopcndcncv on'Aen •displays a niddlc-ilass ' riou^c-i-e «
'
displays^a^wonan vho visits the'singi;:. -
displays a wo^'viho' lLn> t ^displavs Lz^r^r-^.r^^r-r.
_
.
~~"
displays a «ci:ui vl:o i^ ^krlni' I' Is a 'flirt«,,,,,,
displays a von^.^-j
...^o has 'n^dc^n * v^i;;;.* .displays a sporty and socially active
"onan
displays, a v/onan uho is thriftv ' •
practical, and cconoay-aindcd
displays a T;oaan v.'ho is casual a " " •
rcla>:cd
displays a ;;onan v.-ho runs * around 'with" •
many nen
displays inr.uiturity
displaya irresponsibility
displays being" stylish.
100
155
to luTor'T c°^;^\", """'^ - °^ intention
. charictcrii^L/li"cd
=n''i.h'."'>.,i„
^"-1';="='^^ tho person.-
Your tash is check-off (put a chccJ: rr.arl: by) tao-o •^G^-nmi
-v; Z L ^^'--CU?. n^rjzz'^r.o. Then rani: those o—-o-al
ea^^^c-1;ic'c"^^?'^^;"^ '^'^^-ff according to hof; Inoortcntcu ..^rac.c_idc influenced vour intention i ac'- o' in-^;-^^^to buy or ucc GL/vIXU.I r_ac:a-nc. Also you a^e to ^i-'?;percentage points to those nersonal cha-a~tc-°-^r- ?s^f^~^ >,
chcckcd-off according to ho-:; i.-^eortan^^'c'" cl;^;'c^e^--• TV^^r^ .your intention or lac- of intention decision? Doth ra^-^- '.d
^""^
itssxgn^ng perccntar^c points are desicacd to Act to'^^c^thirfnancly, how a.r.::ortant each personal characteristic'' InSLerc'd' vou-intention or lacJ: of intention decision. - .iu ..c_a % .
Let ne give you an e.xa.T.ple using a CADILLAC automobile. Let ussay tha. John Doe v/ould never intend to buy a C^DtllAC (--e- i-he could afford it), and he v;ould aive it a scare of 1 o-'2"on'"the intention scale. lie thinks that he wouldn't buv a CADILLACbecause xt aisplays wealth and upper-class status which doesn'tfit his icags nor does ho v;ant to be that v.'oalthv and have anupper-class status. It also appears to hin to disolav nc.-er anddonxnance, and that he isn't pcv.-er-hungrv and rlo.'ninant.' T^.-r'>--0'-o
"fi^Hv^*'''^ ^^^^
of personal characteristics chovn below, he""chec::r'o^f those personal characteristics related to iisplaviAa wealth
upper-class status, power, and dor.inancG as these norsonat c^--'-a-ctcristics which he believes v;ould affect his intention o- i ackof intention decision. Ke then ranlts "disoiavs wealth" as 1displays upper-class status" as 2, "disolavs' To-,;er" as 3 aAddisplays dominance" as 4. because ho thinks' that his in tent on
"o^-^ to buy a CJ'JDJ.LLAC v;ould be ror:t.lv influenced by its wealth
OS
Ho wouldn't intend to buy a CADILLAC because it
check-off ran!:
displays laiddlc-class status
,
"
displays conservatisn
dicolavs cex-aoocal
<0
displays po\/cr :: ""3 20
displays wealth
displays a liberal status
displays doi.iinancc. :t a 10
displays intellect ;
disp?.ays independence,
displays upper-class status :: 2 30
100
156
K?ER\l?;|S"iy^.™^^ °" '"^^ ON THE •
I Virould^ (uould not) intend to buy glaiiouh na^^zine bccaucc it
chGc!:-of5 rani:
displays ycuth
displays ct£:i=2.': of a vror3:incj v/onan!.*!!!
displays ::c-ir.g cir.glc a uncon-T.i ttcd,
. .
.
displays being carefree
displays icing spoiled
,
displays co:ic-3rvritisn
displays ice-; qZ education
displays son—arj^mal.
displays a pr<:ccc-upation with sex G nan
displays a \;or.an \:ho isn't concerned
i.'ith a pcmar.cnt relationship
•displays a prcocci:pation \ritl\ loo.':s....
displays a v;onr.n \:ho nanipulates r.on...
displays a :.'onan v.'ho is shallot; £.
boring.
displays a v.'cnan trho is trying to get
narricd L settle dot;n*.
displays selx-ccntcrcdncss
displays a •./onan v;ho decs fun & crazy
things
,.
displays dependency on nen
displays a niddlc-class houscv/ifo
displays a v;or.an vho visits the singles'"
bars o5t;:n*. .
displays a trcr.nn '.;ho isn't rich
displays independence
[displays a vcnzzt who is daring £i is a
flirt •
displays a froaan. v/ho has nsodcrn values.
[
displays a sporty and socially active
v/onan
displays, a wonan. uho is thrifty,
practical, and ccono.-y-r.indcd. . . .
.
displays a x:on:aa uho is casual £
relaxed. . . . » .
displays a v.'onan who runs around v/ith
nany nen
displays innaturity
displays irresponsibility
displays being stylish •
100
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Variance of Product Prefereof Ideal
-Congruit
(high) 7.
SD
N
SD
N
2
SD
N
X
SD
N
X
SD
N
y and Ideal-Social
-Cor^nc^y(Group-Level Analysis)'
nee as a Function
(high)
0
KGB
IC
3.583
.654
24
3.250
.957
4
3.236
.951
7
2.881
.984
59.
3.000
1.414
2
2.500
1.732
4
2.000
0
1
(low)
4
Variables
. SS df MS F Eta^
IC
ISC
IC X ISC
V/ithin
Total
1.521
2,03^
.09'
85. 181
96.51f
2
2
2
94
100
.760
1.017
.047
.906-
.965
.339
1.122
.052
.016
.021
.001
Note: IC= Ideal
-Congrui ty
ISC-= Ideal
-Social
-Congrxiity
Analysis of Yariance o-r o .
or I.eaX-Co„e..!;=-,^
rSfns\:rif!S?« - unction
(Croup-Levrel Analysis]
PLAYGIRL
(high)
ISC
Variabl
IC
ISC
IC X ISC
'/ithin
Total
es SS
8.292
^.817
111 .07/;
df
2
2
1
95
100
MS
.269
if. 146
4.817
1.169
1.345
Note, IC- Ideal
-Congruity
ISC= Ideal
-Social-Consruity
.230
3.5^6»*
Eta
.004
.062
.036
p^.lO
pi..05
Analysis of Variance of Product Preference as a F'anct^onIdeal
-Congruity and Ideal
-Social
-Con-naitr
(Group-Level Analysis)
(high ) 0
ISC
(low)
SD
N
1
SD
N
"T
SD
N
~T
SD
N
X
SD
N
GLAT.XUR
(high)
0 1
IC
3.312
.602
16
(low)
3.000
0
3.750
.500
1 .219
69
2. ceo
0
1
.71^
1 .113
7
Variables 35 df r..s ? ira"
IC
ISC
IC X ISC
Within
Total
.293
6.i;63
1.693
114.639
155.129
2
2
1
95
100
.14?
3.232
1.693
1.207
1.551
.122
2,577*
1.4:2
.002
.042
.
.011
Notes IC= Ideal
-Congruity
ISC= Ideal
-Social-Congruity
•pt.lO
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Analysis of Variance of Product P- ^Ideal-Congruity and Idell^-^o^'ial-lo'l^l^rt^l ^ of
(Group-Level Analysis)
m RABBIT
Variables SS df r.:S ? £ta2
IC
ISC
IC X ISC
Within
Total
3.152
5.053
1.737
103. ^^k6
113.139
2
2
1
95
100
1.576
2.527
1.737
1.039
1.131
1.U3
2.320*
1.595
.027
.Oi;3
.015
ISC= Ideal
-Social
-Congruity
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Analysis of Variance n-f t * ^.
•Has: rsi|rSi^1^^^^^^^^^^^^
(Group-Level AnalJsJl) ^"^^^^^^^
PREP 57 3^DISAS 1 ilS
PREP X DISAS
Within 9^ 7^9
Total 161*5^2
k
1
3
92
100
MEP.^ DISSS 3.8'o
Within 97 o,^
Total ii?:!^^^
PR2F 65.327
PREP X DISSAS 2.053Within 100
--IS
Total 16S.'57^
PRE? 55.914
Dissss ^'^r^
PREP X DISSSS 3:086
Witiua 71,4S/t
Total 144.673
16.337
1.46?
1.781
1.041
1.636
16.l76»»»-»
1.409
Notei
Dill?
^^^^^-t Preference
Dp: ^st^ iziT. ir.inr^ --^ -^ct.ai-seifDISSAS= Discrepancy be?'Jen ?aeir ? '-'-V'^ ^ocial-Self
.
DISS.S- Discrepancy
.etwe%'S Idlal-loc^^SlfeU ^^^^^'^elf
,
.
''^^ "^^-^-^ Social
-Self
p^.*05
*pi..025
pu.oi
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*"Sl?'?H^f/n'"'^''" °^ Intention Scores as a Action of
rroaucxs oi /arying Personali zing Potential(Group-Level Analysis)
Products
PLAYGIRL
Variables SS df MS
1 Eta^
1PREF
DISAS
PREF X DISAS
Withi n
Total
55. 9U
3.616
3.086
71 .^aM-
1U4.673
4
1
3
92
100
13.979
3.615
1.029
.777
1.4t,7
17.991****
4.654»*
1.324
.386
.025
.021
PREF
DISSS
PREF X DISSS
Within
Total
59.399
.937
2.087
75.161
1^.673
4
1
3
92
100
14.850
.937
.696
.817
l.4:'7
13.177***»
1.147
.852
.411
.006
.014
PREF
DISSAS
PREF X DISSAS
Within
Total
6Z,567
.047
7.219
70.920
U4.673
4
1
4
91
100
15.6^2
.047
1.825
.779
20.071****
.060
2.316*
.^35
.000
.050
PREF
DISSSS
PREF X DISSSS
Within
Total
66.633.
.513
4.683
72.989
144.673
4
2
4
90
100
16.653
.257
1.171
.311
1.4^7
20.541****
.316
1.444
.461
.003
.032
Tote I PREF= Product Preference
^^^J2=
Discrepancy between Ideal-S-lf and Actual-Self
nr???^
Discrepancy between Ideal-3elf and Social
-SelfiJi5SAS= Discrepancy between Ideai-3ocial-Self and
Actual-Self
DISSSS= Discrepancy between Ideal
-Social
-Self andSocial
-Self
•pi. 10
•p^-.OS
•pi. 025
pr.,01
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^"lil^'L^fl^'n""^^"^^
°^.I"^^ntion Scores as a Function of
lifdi^tt ^^^''^'n^ Preference acrossPro uc s of /arying Personali .zing Potential(Group-Level Analysis
)
Products So df MS F 1 — !P 1
1
Eta^
. GLAT^OUR PREF
DISAS
PREF X DISAS
Within
Total
113.050
2A69
2.079
6^.208
201.861
4
1
4
91
100
28.263
2.469
.520
.706
2.010
40,056****
3.500*
.737
.560
.012
.010
PREP
DISSS
PREF X DISSS
Within
Total
127.699
.115
.737
167. 905
201 . 861
4
1
4
91
100
31.925
.115
.184
.7^6
2.019
42.783***-»
.15^
.247
.633
.000
.004
PREF
DISSAS
PREF X DISSAS
Within
Total
133.05^
.013
3.700
65.044
201.861
4
1
4
91
100
33.264
.013
.925
.715
2.019
46.538»***
.018
1.294
.659
.000
.018
'
PREF
DISSSS
PREF X DISSSS
Within
Total
126.7^3
.045
2.103
66.609
201.861
4
2
4
90
100
31.636
.022
.526
.7^0
2.019
42.814****
.030
.711
.628
.000
.010
Notet PREF= Product Preference
DISAS= Discrepancy betv/een Ideal-Self and Actual
-Self
DISSS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Self and Social-Self
DISSAS= Discrepancy between Ideil-Social-Self and
Actual -Seir
DISSSS= Discrepancy between Ideal
-Social-Self and
Social-Self
pi, 10
pi. 05
•-**pf..025
167
(Group-Level Analysis)
Products
1
Variables SS df
I MS
1 ? 1 Eta^
VW RABBIT PREP
DISAS
PREP X DISAS
Within
Total
75.838
.704
^.659
92.249
174.356
4
1
4
91
100
18.960
.704
1.165
1 .014
1.744
ia.703»*»*
.695
1,149
.004
.027
PREP
DISSS
PREP X DISSS
Within
Total
77.787
1.852
5.384
90.376
174.356
4
1
4
91
100
19.447
1.852
1.346
.993
1.744
19.581****
1.865
1.355
.446
.011
.031
PRE?
DISSAS
PREP X DISSAS
Within
Total
76.414
.612
4.206
92.794
174.356
4
1
4
91
100
19.1C4
.612
1.051
1 .020
1.744
13.734****
.600
1.031
.438
.003
.024
PREP
DISSSS
PREP X DISSS
Within
Total
70,485
.^59
11.186
85.967
17^^.356
4
2
4
90
100
17.621
.229
2,797
.955
1.744
18.448»**^
.240
2,928***
.404
.003
.004
Notei PPXF= Product Preference
mi^?^ Discrepancy between Ideal-Self and Actual-SelfDISSAS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Social
-Self and
Actual-Self
DISSSS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Social
-Self andSocial -Self
pi.lO
*^^.,05
•PZ..025
•pL.Ol
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n^r?i?.L'/Sjc?ePa^:i^fSj^S?J.-r| - - unction or
Products Of Va^
„r"erSnaiI°'^?.\/^?JS=SL^"°=^
VGroup-Level Analysis)
Products Variables ss df MS
1
F EtsT
VW RABBIT PREF
DISAS
PREF X DISAS
"i tnin
Total
75.838
.704
4.659
92.249
174.356
4
1
4
91
100
18.960
.704
1.1 65
1.014
1.744
ia.703****
.695
1.149
.^35
.004
. /
PREP
DISSS
PREF X DISSS
Within
Total
77.787
1.852
5.384
90.376
174.356
4
1
4
91
100
19.447
1.852
1.346
.993
1.74^
l9.58l*-»**
1.365
1.355
.446
.011
.031
PREP
DISSAS
PREF X DISSAS
Within
Total
76.414
.612
4.206
92.794
174.356
4
1
4
91
100
19.1C4
.612
1.051
l.OZO
1.744
18.734****
.600
1.031
.438
.003
.024
PREP
DISSSS
PREP X DISSS
Within
Total
70.485
.459
11.186
85.967
174.356
4
2
4
90
100
17.621
.229
2.797
.955
1.7^^
18.4^8***-»
.240
2.928***
.404
.003
.004
Notet PREF= Product Preference
nrl^^%
Discrepancy between Ideal-Self and Actual
-SelfDISSAS= Discrepancy between Ideal-5ocial
-Self andActual-Self
DISSSS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Social
-Self andSocial-Self
pi.lO
^^..05
pz., 025
px-.Ol
- a--??-.
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APPENDIX I
17^'
By inspecting the means and standard deviations of the Product-
Images and the Ideal-Self
-Images together with tie Ideal-Social-
Self-Images. Images 2i/8. 12. 11. and 15 as applied to the y.G3
. MGEPLAYGIRL. GLA:.;guR. and GLA.XOUR respectively. werB selected for the
'
Image-Level Analysis.
Image 21 ("displays independence") for the T^B hai a consensuallyhi£h__ Product-Inage
.
(x , 2.970. SD = .S65) withahi^ Ideal-
Self-Image (X = 3.7^3, SD = .5^1) and Ideal-Social
-Self
-Image (X -
3.653. SD = .607) to qualify it for the hi^h Id^-Congruity (Ideal-
Social
-Gongruity) condition.
Image 8 ("display, sex-appeal" ) for the MGB a consensually
hish Product-Image (X = 2.713, SD =
.931) with a iioderatelv h^^h
Ideal
-Self-image (X = 2.782, SD = 1.026) and Ideal-Social-Self
-laage
<^ « 2.802, SD 1.133) to qualify it for' the modeTatelv hi.^h ideal-
Congruity ( Ideal
-Social-Congruity) condition.
Image 12 ("displays a person who iz good at manipulating men")
for PLAYGIRL had a consensually hig-h Product-Image (j? = 2.396,
SD = .931) with a moderate Ideal-Self-Image (X = I.O50, SD = 1.252)
to qualify it for the moderate Ideal
-Gongruity (Ideal-Social-Congruity
)
condition.
Image 11 ("displays a preoccupation with locis" ) for GLAiVOUR
has a consensually high Product-Image (X = 3.356. SD =
.795) with
a moderately low Ideal-Self
-Image (X = .891, SD =
.999) to qualify
it for the moderately low Idead
-Gongruity ( Ideal-Social
-Gongruity
)
condition.
Image I5 ("displays self-centeredness" ) for GLATuOUR h2.s a
consensually hi^h Product-Image (X = 2.i;55, SD = 1 .025), with a -
low Ideal -Self-image (X = .i^lO, SD = .840) and Ideal
-Social-Self-
Image (X = .376, SD = .858) to qualifly it for the low Ideal -Gon-
gruity
.
Ideal -Sacial-Gongruity condition
175
Pepcei^irir^d,'*
Standard Dsviations ofi-epceived Product-Lnages of Selectei Products
I Image-Level Analysis)
Images
1
2
• 3
if
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
KGB
3.139
2.317
2.871
3.129
2.564
.673
.931
2.731
1.911
1.891
2,554
2.030
1 .020
.802
2.346
2.931
1.059
.455
2.228
.762
2.970
2.663
2.584
3.247
1.079
2.436
2.049
1.544
1.624
3.327
PUYGIRL
SD
.906
1.216-
.371
.308
1.031
.928
.982
.931
1.021
.926
.995
1.044
1.039
.906
1.053
.840
.978
.878
.968
.950
.865
.803
.908
.805
1.026
1 .108
.942
.954
1.038
.789
2. 822
1.941
3.119
2.361
1 .822
.614
1.371
2.723
3.426
2.406
2.475
2.396
1.752
1 .020
2.040
2.545
2.218
1.079
2.960
1.9^1
2.525
2.931
2.703
2.465
.950
2.228
2.703
2.336
1 .980
2.198
SD
GLAT.'iOUE VW RABBIT
SD
1 nh 1 3.C59
.915 2.327
• 000 2. S9I
01 "7
• Vi / 2. o24
1
.
921
1 no*?
J.
.
uyy 1 .475Or 1 1.396
Qfll 2.257
.766 ^ . ^1 0
.982 1.564
1.054 3.356
.931 1.990
1.17a 1.663
.969 1.822
.926 2.455
.794 2.097
1.110 2.109
.956 1.208
.948 2.000
.705 1.534
.934 2.366
.375 2.267
1.054 2.644
.912 2.792
.921 1.505
.979 2.238
.995 I.S7I
1.095 1.594
1.036 1.515
1 .010 3.277
.998
.928
.359
.335
I.O83
.355
.906
.513
1.C92
.376
.795
.922
1.107
1.C71
1.025
.=79
i.057
1.013
1.C95
.791
l.coy
I.CI9
.955
.364
.5^5
.929
.976
1.106
1.C06
.396
2.O69
3.030
1.743
1.342
1.030
2,554
.921
1.213
.302
1.039
.930
1.030
1.198
1.792
1.030
I.6S3
1.375
2.574
.921
2.36 =
2.337
1.099
2.554
2.247
3.445
2.693
.871
.381
.312
1.812
SD
.972
.741
.783
.903
.336
1.127
.38C
.320
.300
.371
.312
.854
.980
.973
.842
1.020
.978
1.013
.308
.967
.363
.768
.964
1 .Olii
.354'
.321
.333
.336
.913
1 .007
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Images
A3I
3.525
2.594
2.62if
2.505
1.426
1.861
.396
2.059
1.455
1.257
2.129
1.574
.574
1 .233
1.396
2.950
1.247
.307
.762
2.346
3.138
1.802
2.990
2.802
2.842
2.351
.584
.743
.505
2.445
SD
.355
1 .290
1.363
1 .101
1 .252
1.153
.813
.392
.954
1.254
.986
1.030
.920
1.141
.939
1 .029
1.135
.758
1.133
1.260
.938
1.166
1 .005
.980
.997
.931
.863
.902
.832
.935
ISI ISSI
1 . 01
6
1.305
1 .250
.639
.944
1.077
1.197
1.027
1.230
.752
1 .200
1.039
1 .094
1.196
.893
1.035
1 .231
.928
1 .200
.957
1 .030
1.018
.917
1 .152
..930
.893
1.072
SO
Notei ASI= Actual-Self
-Imase
SSI= Social-Self-ixage
ISI= Ideal-3elf-Inae;e'
ISSI= Ideal-Social-Self-lr.age
SD
.965
1 .090
1 .133
1 .000
.910
1.27s
.571
1 .133
.837
.999
.999
1.252
.538
1.056
.353
.942
.795
.378
.379
1 .223
. 6O7
1.278
. 316 .
.671
.393
. 072
.782
.392
.222
1.040
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Irnkge 12 = "displays be
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Purchase Intention as a Function of Self-Ideal Discrepancies
Underf'ioderate Ideal-Congruity (Ideal-Social -Con£;ruity
)
for Image 12-"Displays Being Good at Manipulating Men"
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IC-DI333
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^ ISC-DISS3S
Image 11 » "displays a
preoccupation with
looks"
as applied to GLAiV.CUR raagazin«
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
Purchase Intention as a Function of Self-Ideal Discrepancies
Under i< cdorately Lo'.v Ideal -Corsru i 1 7 ( IfJeal-3oc ial-Concruity
)
for Imagel 1 -"Dicpla^^o a rreoccuiJatian witn Looks"
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Image I5 = "displays self-
centeredness"
as applied to GLAi>:0UR raagazinj
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Purchase Intention as a Function of Self-Ideal DisTPcanri p-
APPENDIX K
I-tention Scoros by th. Various Self-
i-ongruity; across Products of Varyin'^ Persona-
( Image
-Lev.2l Analysis)
Variables F-ratio iita
KGB
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
2,151
3.120**
1.909
1.133
3/35
3/35
5/^0
V^O
.168
.226
.21i^
.112
PLAYGIRL
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
lw225
»699
2.109
,363
2/17
.
VI
7
- V26
5/26
.lUO
.177
.277
.170
GLAr-lOUR
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
3.187*
5.108***
1.039
1.656
2/1 i;
3/1^
VI
5
VI
.3^7
.582
.27^^
.376
W; RABBIT
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
7.968***
7.968***
1.898
^.906***
2/9
2/9
• 5/17
5/17
.695
.695
.671
Kotet IC-DISAS= Discrepancy teirween Ideal-Self and
Actual-Self under Hi^h Idoal-Congr^jity
• IC-DI3SS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Self and
Social -Self under High Ideal—Congruity
ISC-DISSAS= Discrepancy betv/een Ideal-Social-
Self and Actual-Self under High Ideal
-Congr'aity
ISC-DISSS3= Discrepancy between Ideal-Sociai-Self
and Social -Self under High Ideai-Social-Congrui
puIO
PZ..C5
***p/..025
pt.Ol
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SELF-IDEAL DISCREPAilCY
' PUYGIRL
5|z
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OIC-DISAS DISCREpIncY
*
o IC-DI5SS
* ISC-DI3SAS
^ISC-DISSS5
GLAT^OUR
ImageTo" (• "displays a woc2.n v/ho does I'un i crazy
^^^^S^"
V.V RABBIT
-2 -1 0 +1 -t-2 +3
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
-3 -2
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SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
+4
Purchase Intention as a Function of SeLf-Ideal Discrepancies
Under High Idcal-Congruity ( Ideal-Social-Congruity ) Across
Products of Varying "Pebrsonali zation'' Potential
for Image 1 ©-"Displays a iVoman ':iho Does Pun and Crazy Things"
*"?Jofi"n'"" IntsntiM Scores by the Variau- Solr-
wuu^iTiity; across Products of '/arine Fc-som •Ix .zxng Potential for I.age "Dispiays^'Sfing <3lre?ree"(Image-Level Analysis) ^«-
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Variables F-ratio dr Eta^
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
2.60k**
2.035*
1 .721
5/36
J/ JO
5/^+8
V^8
.296
.191
.195
.135
PLAYGIRL
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ioG-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
.576
.701
.508
1.029
6/39
V39
6/36
V36
.095
.07^4-
.508
.lU
GLAiVOUR
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
1.865
.272
1.337
.854
V33
5/33
.205
.026
.136
.115
VW RABBIT
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
2.996
1.517
i4-.302**
1 .062
V20
V20
3/23
5/23
.i;28
.275
.392
.228
Note» IC-DISAS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Self and
Actual-Self under High Ideal-Congruity
IC-DISS3= Discrepancy between Idsal-Self and
Social-Sell under High Ideal
-^;ongruity
ISC-DISSAS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Social-
Self and Actual -Self under Hish Ideal-Congruity
ISC-DIS3SS= Discrepancy between Ideal-3ocial-3elf
and Social-Self under High Ideal
-Social
-Congruity
pt.lO
p<..05
•*p4.,025
*•?«.. 01
KGB
2
-1 0 >2 +3 +4
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
GLAKOUR
2O
Image ^
PLAYGIRL
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSA3
ISC-DISS33
-1 0 " -fl -k2 ^
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
+4
•^L
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
'displays being careiree"
"VW RABBIT
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
Purchase Intention as a Function of Self-Ideal Discrepancies
Under High Ideal-Oongr-jity ( Ideal-Social
-Congruity) Across
Products of Varying P^ersonali ^ zation Potential
for Image ^-"Displays feeing Carefree."
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(Image-Level Analysis)
Variables F-ratio df Eta^
KGB
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
2.972***
2.060*
3.015**
2.537**
5/38
5/33
3/31
5/31
.310
.238
.2i;4
.328
PLAYGIRL
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
.806
.979
2,060
1.066
5A5
5A5
5/35
5/35
.092
.109
.151
.151
GLAi:QUR
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
1.1^8
1 .920
.297
.830
5/^^5
5/^+5
6/39
5/39
.126
.193
.051
.115
V\i RABBIT
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
.^53
2.i^l0
.71^
1.360
6/36
V36
5/3^
3/3^
.083
.231
.109
.116
Notet IC-DISAS= Discrepancy between IdeaJ.-3elf and
Actual-Self under i.'.oderately Hixh Ideal-Consruixy
IC-DISS3= Discrepancy between Ideal
-Self and' Social
-
Self under t.'ioderately High Ideal
-Congruity
ISC-DISSAS= Discrepancy betv/een Ideal
-locial-Self
and Actual -Self under y.oderately High Ideal-Congrjity
ISC-DISSSS= Discrepancy between Ideal
-3ocial-3-=l-f'^and
Social-Self under ivoderately Hi^h Ideal-Social-Congruit:
pI.lO
p^..05
***V^.025
PLAYCIRL
-2
-1 0 +1 +2
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
Image 22 = "displays
GLAMOUR
« IC-DISAS
° IC-DISSS
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* ISC-DIS3SS
-1-0 +1
^3
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPA^.'C
1 woman who is daring and is a' flirt'
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SELF-IDEAL DISCUEPANCY
Purchase Intention as
Under K'oderately High
Across Products of 7a
linage 22-"Displays a Woman '.•-'ho is Darini~and"a Flirt.'''
THr^?''^""
°^ Seir-Ideal Discreoancies
.^'f p°"-''^'?^ (Ideal-Social-Gonsruitijing
- Personali- zation Potential-
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Image 8- " Displays Being Sexy^
(Image-Level Analysis)
Variables t
-ra'tio df „ 2E-ta
KGB
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
3. 61 ?•»«
2.704**
3.909***
1.035
5A3
V^o
.322
.217
/303
1 m
. J. U J
PLAYGIRL
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
l.Si+O
1 .022
1.112
.9^7
Vsi
6A1
.135
.080
.107
.139
GLAKOUR
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
1 .280
1 .270
.206
1.79^
k/k9
5/^6
.102
.101
.019
.179
VW RABBIT
IC-DISAS
IC-DISSS
ISC-DISSAS
ISC-DISSSS
14-.172****
6,052****
1.819
1.695
3/3^
V3^
V26
V26
.578
.248
.236
Notet IC-DI3AS= Discrepancy between Ideal
-Self and
under moderately Hi^-h Ideal
-CongruityiU-DibSS= Discrepancy betv/een Ideal-Self and Social-Self under Lioderaxely High lieal
-Congruity
ISC-DISSAS= Dis.-repancy between Ideal
-Social-Self and
Actual-Self under I.'.oderately High Ideal-Ccngruixv
ISC-DISoSS= Discrepancy between Ideal-Social-Self a-^dSocial-Self under Moderately High Ideal-Social-
Congruity
»»pc.05
*»*p^.025
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PLAYGIRL
SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY SELF-IDEAL DISCREPANCY
Purchase Intention as i Function of Self-Ideal DiscrPDanciesUnder J.oderately High Edeal-Con^ruity
-.(Ideal-Sccia^IaoSru'?
V
Across Products of varying gersonali^zation- Potentialfor Image 3-"Dsiplays Sex-Appeal."
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